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Dear friends,
From a pure heart, I want to congratulate you on Happy
New 2017th Year!
2017th promises to be an interest and very rich for
economic and social events. This means that there will be many
new reasons to carry out interesting studies and to discover new
patterns and findings. I wish all these reasons to be expected,
optimistic and only positive for you, your families, provinces and
countries!
Innovations, technologies, new directions for economic and social progress, resources
of social and economical modernization became the leitmotif of the second issue of our
journal.
My own article opens the second “EUrASEANs” defining the role of information
technologies in the economic progress, the potential of technologies to transform traditional
economic and market institutions, such as pricing, competition, division of labor, as well as
prospects for market relations development in the context of virtualization and automation
growing.
Chuan-Peng Yu, Zhen-Gang Zhang and Chun-Pei Lin regard innovation as a function
of modern management, determine the tools, principles of corporate model of innovations
adopting, their effective generation and commercialization.
One of the most important manifestations of national socio-economic system
innovative modernization, an indicator of its advancement is a development of e-government
tools and virtualized economic management system, which implementation’s problems in
developing countries were studied by Argentine expert Stephen Beaumont.
Regional experience of management modernization basing on traditional models’
adaptation to innovatization and high technologies development requirements were analyzed
by Tung-Ju Wu, Hsien-Tang Tsai and Shang-Pao Yeh, who considered middle management
as an object of modernizing.
Assessment of regional administration in Mexico is a problem of article by José G.
Vargas-Hernández and Martha Lizbeth Bautista Ramírez, who made an interesting attempt
to define the relationship between the indices of region’s industrial specialization and the
criteria of regional resource saturation and regional management effectiveness.
Having a high innovative potential and huge innovative achievements in the past,
Russia in 2016 sharply dropped in the ranking of the innovative economies. And corruption
became one of the reasons why. The study by professors of the Russian Presidential
Academy of National Economy and Public Administration (Ivan and Lana Kharchenko)
estimated limiting the Russia economic and social progress impact of corruption are

characterized innovative tools to combat corruption at the present stage of the country's
integration into the global community.
New technologies for assessing the quality of the tourism product are analyzed in the
article by Nikolaev S. and Bandurin A., who is a leading expert in urban tourism
development in the Administration of Moscow. Findings show the criteria for evaluating the
tourism product (at a corporate and regional level), as well as determine the potential of this
technique as a quality guarantor of regional tourism product even in the high seasonality of
tour operating.
The problems of labor market, as well as staffing for dynamic economic development
discussed in papers of Thai researcher Nalin Simasathiansophon and Russian professors
Arkhipov A. and Kozlova E. First study assesses the quality of labor resources (from the
standpoint of employees’ English communicative skills in context of local labor market
integration in the Regional constructs of ASEAN). The second article is largely devoted to
the quantification of the Russian labor market from the standpoint of international migration,
as well as defined the role of Russia in stabilization of the labor markets in the former Soviet
Union space, prospects of Russian society and the Russian economy development in
conditions of low efficiency of migration processes regulation.
Finally, the consumer preferences modernization, and related adaptation of corporate
marketing programs (for example, construction and sale of green condominiums) are
investigated in the article of Vietnamese expert Tran Huu Ai.
I really hope that the second issue of our journal will be interesting, informative and
helpful in conducting of your research.

Editor – in - Chief
Dr., Professor Denis Ushakov
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES WITHIN MARKET ECONOMY:
HOW COMMUNICATION TOOLS BECAME A FIELD OF ACTIVITY
Denis Ushakov
Doctor of economy, Professor
International College Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University,
Bangkok, Thailand
e-mail: fintaliano@yandex.ru

Throughout the 1990s the Internet from being a highly specialized military network has
emerged to become a global network, thus, information society has become a real thing, not
some abstract notion. Today the process of informatization penetrates all fields of human
activity and its dynamics is only growing. Therefore, informatization processes and current
economic trends today are in some sort of complex, mutually predetermined relations. This
concerns, first of all, the globalization of the world economy and the transnationalization of
production processes, including the transformation of global distribution system.
Informatization of the economy has changed and is changing not only the conditions of
economic institutes’ functioning, but also their content and structure. These changes, already
occurred and occurring today are the central object for our research here. The article
studies the role of information technologies in today’s production. Cyberspace in this regard
is considered here as the living environment for contemporary entrepreneurship.
Mechanisms of its commercialization are analyzed along with the potential prospects of such
commercialization.
Key Words: information technologies; technologization; informatization; communication
technologies; virtualization.
Technologization of economy: quick start
Radically new model of world economy predetermined by the information revolution
is based on the transformed capitalistic relation as well as on the availability of two major
fields within the living space of any economic subject today – real one and virtual one.
At the dawn of information revolution information technologies had purely
communication functions, therefore, communication technologies were the pioneers of
further progress (Zuev & Myasnikova, 2004) mostly because they served to guarantee and
maintain high-quality and cheap at the same time means of connection inside corporations
and with an outside world.
The first generation of information-enhanced productions used to have at least two
participants inside a communication channel – a sender and a receiver of information, both
interested in this information. In that case communication channels had to, first of all,
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provide failure-free and efficient connection and delivery of data; and secondly, cover the
maximum number of participants interested in this information transmission (Castells, 1996).
And thirdly, it guaranteed the protection of communication channels from the unauthorized
access by third parties.
Communications of this first generation were directly connected with tangible/material
production, and the latter actually guaranteed and supported the distribution of these
communications since it provided the contents of the information to be further transmitted.
Thus, communications as such served as a means to increase the efficiency of production
processes. During those times information field was only a factor of production, and nobody
treated it as a separate field of economic activity.
Information technologies of the second generation already got the capacity to form and
shape the information field which then started to function with a certain degree of
independence from production processes. Thus, information and information technologies
turned out to be a separate production scope. Therefore, they for their own production
potential and their own cost and value (Kolin, 2001). Interestingly, formation of an
information field (to be precise, its prototype) started much earlier than the emergence of the
first technologies oriented to processing and storing of information.
Back in history, the very first printing press or even the emergence of literacy, written
text as such was based on the primal human desire to save in time own knowledge and also to
guarantee sort of channel to transfer this knowledge to other people, including own future
generations. Accumulated volume of both theoretical and practical knowledge as a result
from humanity evolution serves essentially as the basis for an information field formation
which is necessary for further progress of both social and economic life.
Information technologies, arising and rapidly developing throughout the whole XXth
century, have managed to overcome all barriers on its way to the large scale information field
creation for the whole civilization. And today they are connecting more and more people all
over the globe to this information field and to the whole variety of information resources. At
the same time technologies and means of information accumulation and transmission are
getting cheaper and cheaper, thus, their global transfer and exchange is also getting cheaper
and quicker (Inozemtsev, 2000). Therefore, if at early stages of IT development, their
environment was often compared to large libraries of old universities, for example, today,
such a comparison already seems to be totally inappropriate.
Today we can state that the origin of information environment dates back to the second
half of the last century. Already then it was comparatively universal and more or less
accessible from any country of the world. And today the information space due to the
ongoing technological progress, is not only universal and easily accessible from anywhere,
but also timely updated, that is, it complies with the actual situation in the real world and is
rather objective in its presentation of various viewpoints on the same problems.
Back in the era of early book-publishing it took years from the day of manuscript
finishing to the day of getting author’s sample of a book published. While today, provided
there is full access to the information space, an author, actively using all related innovations,
8
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can get critical feedback from reviewers, editors and other interested parties on the same day
with posting some material online, for example. Naturally, such technological transformation
increases both performance and efficiency of the very information space as a production
factor (Gates, 2009).
First generation of IT
IT
IT

IT
Second generation of IT

INFORMATION FIELD

Figure 1 - Two generations of information technologies
(made by author)

At the second stage of their development information technologies are already firmly
incorporated into the activities of various enterprises and corporations. And they not only
provide necessary for their efficient production and functioning information resource, but
also optimize the internal business processes, thus improving the overall corporate
interaction, also transforming methods and means of control, planning and even
organizational forms of businesses as such (Rublyovskaya, 2005).
Key features of various generations of information technologies are graphically
presented in Fig. 1.

©The EUrASEANs
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Unlike the first generation of technologies which were mostly communication-oriented
and aimed at increasing the efficiency of interpersonal communication first of all, the second
generation of IT became rather independent, distanced from the production processes. They
found its way to other business fields, related to communication inside corporations and
between them. Thus, they kept their communication function and their rather high indicators
of efficiency at the same time. Finally, during the spread of second generation IT we have
witnessed the final transformation of information and information field into an actual
production factor.
Information: a new resource for older productions
As a production factor, information has the following key features (Drucker, 1995;
Ohmae, 1990; Sakaiya, 1991):
- it is not related to geographical space. Actually, it exists apart from the geographical
dimension as such, and this obviously eases transmission of information on the global scale;
- it is universal in nature, and thus, can be processes and very much simplified for
further use. The most obvious example of information universalization during the XXth
century is its nearly absolute translation on the global language that is English. Certain tools
for information universalization also concern its storage and transmission, and for that matter
special sofwares have been developed aimed at increasing the accessibility of information
resources. A good example here would be the emergence of numerous programs for
automated translation of texts from/into different languages;
- information cannot come up to its end, be finished. This is probably the strongest side
of information viewed as some sort of resource, since other production factors sooner or later
always finish. Due to this peculiar feature information resources are able to smooth the
irregularities of the global economy, since essentially information guarantees nearly endless
possibilities for further development and business continuity, including even for those
business operations which are not directly related to information or its processing. At the
same time, non-use of information, noteworthy, has its own, hidden grand possibilities and
prospects for its author (developer), since this person actually can sell own knowledge many
times to different users, and in this way get stable income in the longer term. Also
noteworthy, in most cases cost of information as a production factor is only growing with the
growth of its users’ quantity! In this case the so-called effect of scale is taking place, when
information used by the many and in many places at the same time is increasing its own
value as a production factor, and in this way it turns into a mandatory precondition for all
further successful activities.
Widely disseminated information which is becoming known to its maximum, widely
used and popular, is increasing its own status and thus brings fame to its author/creator as its
source. Consequently, every new information produced by the same author (from the same
source) would automatically have higher price/value from the very beginning, and this
promotes further production of information, because the author is now motivated. In this
10
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regard publishing has numerous examples. An author of a bestseller with millions of copies
sold and global popularity can be more or less sure that his/her second work would be also
interested for the readers who appreciated the first book, even if the second one would be
essentially not that interesting or lower quality etc. Both current and potential readers already
evaluate the second work higher than other books which do not have an author with a certain
history;
- information greatly depends on the time factor. As with many other production
factors, time can have various impacts on the information resource and its cost. In the
majority of cases, the time effect on information is damaging, that is, information is getting
old and outdates, thus losing such a vital feature as its actuality. Therefore, its market price is
going down. However, in some cases information can be so radically new and innovative,
that people are simply not ready to perceive it in an adequate way. Thus, this information
would need to wait some time to be appreciated (in some cases – reappreciated again). For
example, older recipes can get popular again; literary works can be republished decades and
centuries after their initial publishing. And in some cases, an information resource can
actually become the fundamental basis, the key principle, the cornerstone of functioning
(e.g., Marx’s “Capital” or Plato’s philosophical teachings).
The process of information resource transformation into the basic one takes long time
and would be possible only in the case when it is formed as a set of universal knowledge
which can serve as the basis for further research and creative activities in various sectors and
fields. At this, new developments would be based on the conclusions of the initial research,
thus strengthening its popularity and life sustainability, and in many cases this is also
supplemented by certain resistance to criticism. As soon as the initial fundamental study gets
a certain critical number of followers and follow-up studies, it also gets certain
fundamentality, automatically becoming the information basis which can be actually
questioned and/or criticized but with much more effort, and with the course of time
questioning this basis becomes less and less feasible.
Apart from the already mentioned features of information as a production factor, today
its also important feature is low cost of transmission. Due to rapid development of
information technologies, information becomes more easily accessible, its formats are getting
more and more universal, and its transmission and storage are getting cheaper nearly every
day. Therefore, more and more users are getting wider and easier access to all sorts of
information resources.
Third generation IT and the market with low resistance
The third generation of information technologies has become the logical continuation
of the evolution of the first two. The key feature of third generation IT is that they not only
made information resource the production factor and the means of communication, but also
provoked the emergence of a radically new business area – virtual business, or e-business,
within which new opportunities and ways for production and commerce activities arise.
©The EUrASEANs
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Virtual area of economic activities has already become a specific analogue of the
market, detached from its geographical dimension and basically with zero level of internal
resistance (under which we understand here the totality of entry barriers’ cost and the cost of
maximum efficient managerial decision (including those related to production, marketing,
HR issues etc.) (Malcolm & Witzel, 2004).
Any market has its own entry barriers; they describe first of all the volume of spending
related to the start of market activity at this particular market by any volunteering subject.
Within the structure of these barriers we can mention, for example, the cost of labour force at
a particular market, prices for rent and for purchasing business real estate, the cost of
licensing and certification procedures, advertising budget, the level of competition (price
competition, struggle between local and/or global brands etc.). Obviously, the higher are all
these costs at some local market, the less would be the number of potential entrepreneurs
willing to join this market and start production for it.
While the virtual area of business is essentially globally accessible, has extremely loss
costs of information transmission and overall, has very low entry barriers. Size and quantity
of these barriers in the virtual area depends upon two main factors: the cost of technologies
providing access to this particular information field (first of all, the costs of getting a
computer and connecting it to the Internet). Also important is the volume capacity of
information field. The latter would in the near future come to its limits due to the fact that
both storage devices and the global virtual network itself are limited in volume. Therefore,
the very fact of being present in the virtual environment, as an entrepreneur or as simply a
user would very soon grow in price.
However, today the finite nature of the Internet (which is the central manifestation of
the virtual information field) is not taken seriously, so far (Barlow, 1996). Information about
the possible end of “global memory” first became news back in 2005; however, progress of
technologies, including virtual ones, back then did not allow outlining the borders of Internet
capacities for the near and more long-term future. Taking this into account and also the fact
that rapidly modernized equipment is making Internet connection cheaper today, the entry
barriers to the virtual field are getting smaller, both in number and in size.
On the other hand, operating in the virtual environment (fully or partially) requires at
least having a landing page and often also the so-called search optimization or promotion of
this page (or site, or the whole portal), so that to attract new visitors, and consequently, new
customers. This also requires certain spending, and this particular expenditure item is
actually only growing these days. Does this mean that the entry barriers to cyberspace are
also growing? At first sight, yes, they are. However, the very potential of the virtual world as
such enables reducing the effect of entry barriers on a producer, first of all, because
information essentially is a unconsumable factor of production.
Thus, ordering own site development, competitive, trendy and unique is expensive.
But speaking hypothetically, in many cases one can avoid this expenditure item by means of
simply learning how to construct such sites independently. Internet today has numerous
capacities and tools for this. Nearly any Internet user is able to set at least a landing page, at
12
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nearly zero cost. And provided this user is motivated enough, he/she can also learn how to
promote this site, how to add new features and develop it further etc.
In real life production knowledge itself would be often not sufficient for the launch of
production processes. Much depends on other factors, like finding investors and funding, first
of all. But in the virtual world a user with certain knowledge and certain skills can start
independent business at any time, under minimum resources spent, including financial ones.
Therefore, own operations in the virtual space would be prepaid (by money or alternative
valuables) only for those who does not have the necessary level of knowledge and skills and
who does not want/ cannot get them. Such situation would be nearly impossible in the real
sector which one pays not only for the absence of own knowledge but for many other things
too. Thus, for successful operations in the virtual space one would need basically two things
– adequate to the current situation level of knowledge and actual access to the virtual world.
Virtual promotion (of a site, for example) is also very much different from traditional
promotion instruments in the real world, because in the former it is very much predetermined
by financial, intellectual and technological leadership. Internet popularity can be reached by
means of cooperation with other electronic sources (via crossreferencing) or using eadvertisement via emails (which is now getting much cheaper and quicker due to
development of new marketing technologies designed specifically for e-space). Own
identification in the Internet can be also reinforced using search engines optimization (SEO).
And for all of the mentioned above a company would not need significant funding, but
mostly certain knowledge and technologies instead.
Thus, virtual space as a separate business field has rather low entry barriers, and with
the ongoing technological progress and the growing number of information technologies’ and
information products’ users, the number of these barriers is only going down, not up.
The second key reason for low resistance of virtual space as compared to the real
sector is the minimum expenditures needed for efficient managerial decision-making. In the
information era we are living in the information asymmetry of the market environment is
only getting smaller. An Internet user, being somewhere on one of distant Thai islands, can
still timely react to stock exchange fluctuations at London or Tokyo stock exchanges. He can
also gather information concerning various investment project in Latin America or compare
the price for grain in Moscow and in Chicago. All of this is easily possible online today.
The Internet as the central element of the information society infrastructure gathers all
information on competitors, potential clients, new conditions and technologies for production
launch, most recent developments in science, constantly updated marketing research data,
various expert estimations and forecasts, legislation documents etc.
Several decades ago in order to develop a business plan companies used to gather huge
volumes of primary and secondary data from various sources, then they thoroughly analyzed
it and processed, trying to unite the results into a common project, and at the same time
searching for the needed specialists etc. And today the Web offers larger part of this
information literary at your fingertips, thus maximizing the possibility for the right decisions

©The EUrASEANs
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in full accordance to the current situation. Moreover, the Internet may already have a sample
of one’s business place or at least tentative requirements to its contents.
Needless to add here that under this minimized internal resistance the virtual field
becomes more and more attractive for the constantly growing number of young
entrepreneurs.
Cyberspace: hyper-resources for super-expansion
Along with the described above minimum internal resistance, we should also mention
one more key feature of the virtual commercial space – the nearly unlimited opportunities for
expansion of corporations.
Expansion as such did not change much its original meaning since the times of Marx’
“Capital” (Marx, 1978): it is a natural condition of capital, predetermined by the
development of capitalist economy. Expansion of capital (internal or external, that is
international) has radically transformed the world we are living in, the structure of
international production and even the market relations themselves. It has also become the
cause for most of current transnational and global trends in the world economy, first of all,
those related to mobility of production factors.
Without any expansion prospect, developing in the conditions of rather limited growth
prospects, the capital has significantly lower value as a production factor. Under such
circumstances it actually “eats away” its own added value due to high cost of land or labour
force which often reduces the feasibility of production as such.
Due to this regularity the history of mankind, even during the ancient times, did not
know any state or civilization which would have had its own powerful production base and at
the same time no attempts for external economic expansion. “Closed” economies are doomed
to stagnate once they reach a certain point in their internal potential growth, or at the end of
the day they are simply merged by other, more expansion-oriented states and territories (and
in this context there is no particular difference between a state and a territory). Expansion, in
parallel with rather harsh regulation, is often the only possible way to overcome the so-called
“market whirls” (a market phenomenon with the consequences which contradict the
phenomenon itself. As a result of this whirl, the final stage in the logical development of
market mechanisms’ interaction would totally contradict the initial stage of its development).
As an abstract example of such a whirl we can analyze the following logical sequence: the
growth of enterprises’ number – the growth of production volumes – economic growth
overall – growth of wages – growth of consumer demand - growth of competition rates –
higher entry barriers at the market – lower number of enterprises represented at the whole
market or its segment – growth of production expenditures – lower profitability of enterprises
– economic growth is slowing down. Another example of such a market whirl: growth of
wages – higher level of welfare – high production expenditures – growth of prices –
consumer demand cut – lower level of welfare.

14
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These whirls destroy the very logic of market mechanisms’ functioning, and they also
destroy the most common causes for various market phenomenon. Of course, progress and
gradual development of separate economic fields (for example, those directly connected with
the consequences of individual savings’ volumes’ fluctuations, level of wages etc.)
sometimes are not possible at all and/or are hard to predict exactly because of these whirls.
At the same time we can also state that these whirl interactions are causing the cyclicity of
economic systems’ development, predetermining its phases of growth after the inevitable
phases of stagnation.
And expansion in this regard is the maximum efficient instrument in coping with these
economic whirls. Growth of production volumes, attracting new production factors (which
are in any case the logical consequence of economic expansion) are able to smooth the
misbalances between the final and the starting points in the whirl chain.
Expansionary economy is, therefore, to a much lesser degree prone to natural cyclical
fluctuations. In a very similar way all advantages from economic expansion are applicable to
corporations functioning under market conditions. Choosing the aggressive policy of
expansion, they are able to increase the length of own progress and at the same time reduce
business risks by means of diversification of both demand and proposition.
Economic expansion in today’s world is precious. First of all, because of the
multimodality of the contemporary world economy which causes the presence of numerous
barriers on the way of economic expansion, overcoming which increases all related spending
(including military one). Secondly, today global competition in the world economy is at its
peak; consequently, the expansionary policies of corporations must take into account the
competitive edges of those companies at the traditional markets of which these corporations
plan to fight. Finally, expansion in the real world is in any case due to the finite nature of all
resources, all local markets, number of consumers etc.
Under such conditions, the virtual space presents nearly endless opportunities for
expansion activities, and noteworthy, such expansion would be manifold cheaper than that in
real world. Corporations only need to strengthen their presence in the global cyberspace,
attracting the maximum number of global citizens, business and personal life of which opens
new and new horizons for further economic expansion, thus reducing the whirl trends in
corporate production.
Unlike with real world, the virtual once has the unique feature of hyper-presence. In
any place on the planet, provided there is access to cyberspace, corporations have the
opportunity to target specifically each individual consumer since today sophisticated
softwares allow tracking every online move and click of users, these system of online
tracking are actually getting even more sophisticated than the systems of global navigation.
Information on each consumer can be saved as a profile (either internal, corporate – or crosscorporate), and it guarantees the companies further would be able to develop an individual
approach to each client, taking his/her specificity in account in terms of production features,
marketing tools and purchase features.
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Today, expansion in the virtual space is carried out in two directions – intensive and
extensive one. Extensive activities of virtual corporations are based on the necessity to
enlarge the coverage of countries’ territories by their cyberspace, ideally, providing access to
100% of local citizens (potential clients). During this type of expansion companies are
lobbying Internet connection for high schools and universities, industrial and trade
enterprises, bodies of national and municipal powers, thus promoting the virtual style of life
as the most actual and trendy one.
Further, their expansionary strategy gets more active in demonstrating the advantages
from using virtual space, therefore, the institutes of IT economic emerge and start to develop,
such as virtual trade, virtual money, online marketing etc.
The intensive strategy of expansion is mostly for countries and territories which are
already closely engaged in technological and information progress. The key task of virtual
business in this case would be to increase the time spent by a user in the cyberspace. For this
matter, a larger part of work, studies, entertainment, personal communications, news
delivery, movies, books, exhibitions, stores’ sales and even parents’ school meetings are
transferred to the online world. Obviously, the more time each user spends online – the more
potential consumers’ virtual corporations would have, thus, the more chances they have for a
successful online marketing strategy.
Thus, virtual space due to its incredibly low internal resistance and huge potential for
expansion (needed to overcome the whirls still present within the traditional, real economy)
is now turning into a full-scale field of economic activity for both production subjects and for
consumers, while information technologies of the third generation lead to further
virtualization of economy (Fig. 2).

Virtual space

Real
space

Figure 2 - Third generation IT
(made by autor)
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As we can see in Fig. 2, the third generation of IT have radically changes not only the
structure of interaction between cooperation (which nearly fully shifted to the virtual world),
but the very field of their activities too. Not only virtual corporations emerged, but also the
traditional companies, functioning in the real sector, became much more active and visible
online.
Intermediate conclusions
Economy of the early third millennium can be described by all-sectors distribution and
use of information technologies which was the logical result of science and technologies’
development and innovations’ accumulation. Partially, this was also the consequence of
traditional market institutes’ transformation, including market infrastructure, many
production processes, world trade, the very notion of competitiveness, state regulation,
pricing policies etc. Thus, we can state that a brand new type of economy has emerged –
information economy. Moreover, it has already turned into some sort of meta-economic
category, with its huge determining impact on further development and stable functioning of
all sectors and branches of the world economy. Many limiting factors, inherent in traditional
economy and previously determined primarily by production factors and conditions of global
distribution, today are simply neutralized.
The process of informatization swiftly unfolding on the global scale in the last couple
decades has predetermined, inter alia, the shift from industrial society state to information
society. This new type of society is a qualitative new stage in the mankind development
which principally differs from the traditional capitalistic relations. Under the impact of
informatization all elements and mechanisms of market economy are structurally
transformed, and therefore, national economic system get brand new trajectories for their
further development along with a brand new set of factors which would impact this
development in the near future. The economic role of information is predetermined by its
being the unique production factor, with high specific features as a commodity, as an element
in market mechanism. It is capable of impacting the state of market equilibrium; it can also
be a factor of competitive edge and a goal in competitive fight, a potential reserve for
business or governmental negotiations etc.
Information economy as such can be actually titled the “megaeconomy” (as compared
to traditional sectoral economies) due to its unlimitedness and its diffusion into all economic
sectors, due to its ability to shape new economic prospects and open up new development
horizons, and finally, due to its colossal potential in all fields of economic interactions, from
the macro- to the microlevel.
The stages of economy’s informatization have been predetermined by the evolutionary
stages of basic information technologies, differentiated by qualitative criteria and orientation
on specific actions, so that certain applied skills could be adapted to business requirements of
the specific development period. In this stude we have distinguished three generations of
information technologies in economy.
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At the initial stage information technologies in economy had purely communication
functions and were directly related to the material production field, thus providing
communications mostly for distribution channels. At the same time already then IT also
created the preconditions for increasing the efficiency of material production. Information
was not even a production factor yet, and definitely not a separate economic activity.
The second generation of information technologies already got the capacity to form the
information field, functioning with a certain level of independence from production processes
and gradually transforming into a separate production factor.
The key feature of information technologies of the third generation is their capability
to transform the information resource not only into the production factor or into a
communication means, but also to add brand new features to business activities as such, thus
making them fully or to a larger extent virtual. Thus, we are witnessing today how new,
virtual opportunities arise – both for production and for the follow-up trade.
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Under the strategic paradigm of open innovations, the function of external knowledge search
in innovative enterprises innovation has been concerned. Research mainly discusses the
effect on technical innovation from the aspects of local/crossover search or knowledge
search. With questionnaire survey, 482 valid copies of questionnaire are collected in this
study, and Hierarchical Regression is applied to test the hypotheses. The research findings
reveal the remarkably positive effects of supplier-driven search and science-driven search on
management innovation adoption, insignificant effects of compete-driven search on
management innovation adoption, and moderation effects of knowledge integration capacity
on the relationship between supplier-driven search and management innovation adoption. It
provides theoretical reference for enterprises to confirm the knowledge search strategies.
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Introduction
During 70-80s in the XX century, a lot of US enterprises presented the advantage of
notable leading technologies but the dilemma of enterprise transformation or unenhanced
product quality still encountered. Japanese enterprises, at the time, rapidly emerged by
passing brand-new management practice of Just In Time System and Totally Quality
Management to develop new thinking and directions for enterprise innovation (Stata, 1989).
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Accordingly, a lot of researchers started to pay attention to other types of innovation, such as
process innovation, service innovation, and strategy innovation, aiming to further
comprehend the innovation management and the contribution to company long-term
performance (Lin, Zhang, Li & Wu, 2015).
Management innovations were therefore emphasized. Management innovation is an
important path for organizations pursuing excellence and maintaining competitive advantage
(Hecker & Ganter, 2013; Wu, Tsai & Tai, 2016). Most past research on innovation practices
explained organizational innovation practice from the viewpoint of rational efficiency choice
(Amit & Zott, 2012). Organizations precede management innovation as a way to enhance
technical efficiency and business performance; contrarily, an organization might reduce
management innovation when it can not enhance the efficiency. Strategy researchers
indicated that, under uncertain environments, social factors revealed more significant effects
on organizational strategic behaviors than rational efficiency factors (Lin et al., 2015). It was
difficult to pre-evaluate the results of organizations engaging in management innovation,
with priority of social impact. Birkinshaw et al. (2008) considered management innovation as
a new management with new practice, process, structure, or technology for the contemporary
corporative situation.
The purpose of management innovation is not to directly satisfy consumer demands,
but to enhance the operation efficiency of an organization. Besides, management innovation
does not show high requirements on differentiation and is not protected by patents that can be
easily introduced and imitated by relevant enterprises. It therefore becomes common for
enterprises, according to the resources, introducing, adjusting, and practicing existing
management innovation practice; it is covered in “adoptive management innovation” (Lin &
Su, 2014; Lin et al., 2016). In this case, the function of external knowledge acquisition, an
important path for enterprises acquiring management innovation practice plans, becomes
critical.
There was research discussing an effect of external knowledge acquisition on
management innovation, from the “network” aspect (Mol & Birkinshaw, 2009). The basic
logic of such research thinking was that knowledge presented liquidity, could flow among
different knowledge agents, and showed public property; besides, the geographical closeness
between an enterprise and different knowledge agents could enhance such fluidity (Phelps et
al., 2012). Consequently, enterprises embedded in various types of relationship networks or
social networks, with advantageous network positions, could reach richer and more diverse
knowledge and information to promote the innovation. Network research paradigm ignored
the effects of knowledge and information offered by external knowledge agents with distinct
attributes on enterprises. Besides, effective utilization of external knowledge depended on the
knowledge integration capacity of an organization (Singh, 2008). Such research focused on
specific management innovation, like the communication of quality control, ISO 9000, and
poison pill among organizations (Mol & Birkinshaw, 2014), factors in different innovation
management effects on performance (Peeters et al., 2014), and the antecedents and outcome
variables of management innovation (Vaccaro et al., 2012; Camisón & Villar-López, 2014).
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In general, management innovation, compared to technical innovation, still lacked sufficient
research. In the systematic literature review, Crossan and Apaydin (2010) revealed that
merely 3% research on innovation stressed on management innovation, and there were still
large theory blanks in management innovation. In this case, this study intends to discuss the
differentiation function of specialized search on management innovation adoption and the
moderation effect of knowledge integration capacity in such a process, from the aspect of
knowledge source attribute and following the research thinking of Sofka & Grimpe (2010).
Literature Review and Hypothesis
Knowledge and resources, the bases to support the enterprise constant innovation, have
rapidly spread in the practice with the concept of open innovation (Chesbrough, 2013).
Moreover, the specific effect of knowledge search could be divided into analysis thinking of
1.research concerning the effects of local search (Stuart & Podolny, 1996) and crossover
search (Rosenkopf & Nerkar, 2001) on enterprise innovation and 2.research focusing on
knowledge search breadth (diversity of search) and depth (intensity of search) (Katila &
Ahuja, 2002; Laursen & Salter, 2006). Based on the idea of knowledge source division in
past studies (Belderbos et al., 2004; Laursen & Salter, 2006; Sofka & Grimpe, 2010; Xu, Wu
& Yu, 2015), specialized search is divided into supplier-driven search, compete-driven
search, and science-driven search in this study. Supplier-driven search contains knowledge
from suppliers, customers, and distributors; compete-driven search includes knowledge from
competitors of the same industry or relevant industries; and, science-driven search covers
knowledge from knowledge production or service institutes, such as colleges and
universities, scientific research institutes, intermediaries, industry associations, and advisory
bodies.
Peng & Luo (2000) pointed out the correlations among enterprises, suppliers, and
customers in enterprises acquiring high-quality materials, good services, and timely delivery
as well as the promotion of customer loyalty, consumption, and reliable payment. Knowledge
exchange with suppliers could help enterprises find out the internal management problems,
such as poor information exchange among departments, low production and operation
efficiency, and customer dissatisfaction with services. It allows managers searching relevant
external innovation knowledge to improve the conditions, such as new coordination
mechanisms, new operation processes, and new services, and to enhance management
innovation adoption. In comparison with supplier knowledge, competitor knowledge presents
direct reference for enterprises. Because of the high overlapping of knowledge, competitor
alliance can better benefit the utilization of information than upstream/downstream alliance
(Rindfleisch & Moorman, 2001). Moreover, an enterprise would show stronger motivation to
“imitate and exceed” competitors when the competitors present high resource similarity and
large overlapping businesses. In addition to innovative products or services, an enterprise
would expect to win the dynamic competition with more effective structure, processes, and
sounder systems. Such a behavior also enhances management innovation adoption.
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Birkinshaw et al. (2008) regarded scholars and consultants as the group mostly
interested in new management practice who could prove the legitimacy of plans at the initial
stage of management innovation formation and remain it in an enterprise. In the management
innovation formation process, they could provide distinct reliable professional knowledge,
scientifically guide original thoughts, enhance experiments and exploration in enterprises,
and eventually promote the theorization and labeling of plans to develop the functions. For
managers, acquiring theoretical knowledge related to management innovation through
reading theoretical articles, listening to lectures or reports, and face-to-face dialogue could
benefit the comprehension of the roots of internal management problems and the introduction
of management innovation practice matched with the situations in an enterprise.
Furthermore, when an organization encounters multiple management dilemmas and could not
propose effective plans, an enterprise often invite external consulting teams to
comprehensively diagnoze the problems and propose improvement suggestions and measures
for promoting management innovation adoption. Accordingly, the following hypotheses are
proposed in this study.
H1: Supplier-driven search presents positive effects on management innovation adoption.
H2: Compete-driven search shows positive effects on management innovation adoption.
H3: Science-driven search reveals positive effects on management innovation adoption.
Whether external knowledge search could effectively enhance enterprise innovation
relies on the knowledge integration capacity of an enterprise (Singh, 2008). First, knowledge
from different knowledge sources present distinct characteristics. Consequently, merely
enterprises with strong knowledge integration capacity could find out knowledge sources
suitable for themselves so as to make decisions on innovation adoption. Secondly, external
knowledge often appears deficiency, redundancy, or conflict so that enterprises could hardly
form management innovation options related to production and operation, organizational
structure, and management strategy directly from such knowledge. Therefore, enterprises
have to match external knowledge with the existing resources and conditions in order to
make decisions on effective management innovation adoption. According above, enterprises
with stronger knowledge integration capacity could effectively complete knowledge selection
and match to reduce the cost for using external knowledge (Pisano, 1994) and enhance the
innovation adoption standard. For this reason, the following hypotheses are proposed in this
study.
H4: Knowledge integration capacity appears positive moderation effects on the
relationship between supplier-driven search and management innovation adoption.
H5: Knowledge integration capacity presents positive moderation effects on the
relationship between compete-driven search and management innovation adoption.
H6: Knowledge integration capacity shows positive moderation effects on the relationship
between science-driven search and management innovation adoption.
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Method
Sample
Applying questionnaire survey to collect data, manufacturing enterprises in Pearl River
Delta Economic Zone in China are researched in this study. Senior managers or core
technicians in enterprises are distributed the questionnaire, as they reveal more
comprehensive understanding of specialized search, management innovation adoption, and
knowledge integration capacity of the enterprises to give more accurate question answers.
The questionnaires are distributed on-site and through emails to science and technology
departments in Guangzhou and Foshan. Total 797 copies of questionnaires are retrieved,
including 482 valid copies.
Methodology
The measurement of management innovation adoption is referred to the scale proposed
by Vaccaro et al. (2012). 6 questions are established from new practice, process, and
structure to reflect the management innovation performance and standard. The Cronbach’ α
appears 0.805. The measurement of specialized search is referred to the scale proposed by
Sofka & Grimpe (2010). The acquisition of knowledge sources is divided into three types,
including supplier-driven search, containing 6 questions, shows the Cronbach’ α 0.851,
compete-driven search, including 3 questions, reveals the Cronbach’ α 0.827, and sciencedriven search, covering 5 questions, presents the Cronbach’ α 0.842. Finally, the
measurement of knowledge integration capacity is referred to the scale proposed by Zander
& Kogut (1995). 4 questions are contained, and the Cronbach’ α appears 0.780. All above
questions are measured with Likert 7-point scale.
Furthermore, type of industry, enterprise scale, nature of property, age, and position in
the industry chain are selected as the control variables in this study to clearly identify the
relationship between explanatory variables and explained variables so as to ensure the
conclusion not being affected by such factors. Type of industry is classified with dummy
variable D1, where D1=1 stands for strategic emerging industry and D1=0 represents
conventional industry. Enterprise scale is denoted with dummy variable D2, where D2=1
stands for large enterprises and D2=0 represents small and medium enterprises. Nature of
property is presented with dummy variables D3 and D4, where D3=1 stands for state-owned
enterprises, D4=1 represents private enterprises, and enterprises are of other nature of
property (e.g. joint venture, institutions) when both D3 and D4 are 0. Enterprise age is
measured from the establishment of an enterprise to the survey period. It is classified into 4
categories of below 5 years, 5-10 years, 10-15 years, and above 15 years. Based on the age,
the minimum is 1 and the maximum is 4. Finally, position in the industry chain is denoted
with dummy variables D5 and D6, where D5=1 stands for enterprises being in the upstream
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industry chain, D6=1 represents enterprises being in the midstream industry chain, and
enterprises are in the downstream industry chain when both D5 and D6 appear 0.
Results
The correlation coefficients of variables are listed in Tab. 1, where supplier-driven
search, compete-driven search, science-driven search, management innovation adoption, and
knowledge integration capacity reveal significant paired relationship (P<0.01), that it is
suitable for regression test. Hierarchical Regression Analysis is utilized in this study for
testing the hypotheses.
Table 1 - Correlation Coefficient Table
(made by co-authors)

Variable

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1.corporate type(D1)

1

2.corporate scale(D2)

.013

1

3.state-owned enterprise
(D3)

-.05

.14**

1

4.private enterprise (D4)

-.1*

-.29**

-.4**

5.corporate age

-.1*

.43**

.23** -.27**

1

6.upstream of industrial
chain (D5)

.1*

.019

.12** -.12**

.056

1

7.middle of industrial
chain (D6)

-.049

.012

-.061

.066

-.046

-.82**

1

8. supplier-driven search

.085

.16**

.00

-.018

.15**

.057

-.050

9.compete-driven search

.15**

.17**

-.01

-.062

.048

.111*

-.082 .35**

10.science-driven search

.15**

.21**

.13** -.14**

.062

.103*

-.004 .35** .39**

11.knowledge integration
capacity

.078

.18**

-.049

-.052

.22**

.044

-.049 .46** .29** .25**

12.management
innovation adoption

.15**

.21**

.055

.12**

.13** .121**

11

1

-.08

1
1
1
1

.59** .32** .39** .37**

1

Note. n=482; *P< .05, **P< .01

First, type of industry, enterprise scale, nature of property, age, and position in the
industry chain are listed as control variables, supplier-driven search, compete-driven search,
and science-driven search are regarded as independent variables, and management innovation
adoption is considered as the dependent variable for Regression Analysis to test hypotheses
H1, H2, and H3. Under control variables, Tab. 2, enterprises with higher supplier-driven
search show higher management innovation adoption (β= 0.566, P<0.001) that H1 is
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supported. The coefficient of the test between compete-driven search and management
innovation adoption does not reach the significance (β= 0.054, P>0.05) that H2 is not
supported. Enterprises with higher science-driven search present higher management
innovation adoption (β= 0.151, P<0.001) that H3 is supported.
In regard to the test of moderation effects, Tab. 2, knowledge integration capacity
appears remarkably positive effects on management innovation adoption (β=0.101，P<0.05)
and the non-standardized regression coefficient of the interaction “supplier-driven
search×knowledge integration capacity” is notable (β=0.064，P<0.05), showing that
knowledge integration capacity could positively moderate the relationship between supplierdriven search and management innovation adoption. H4 is therefore supported. The nonstandardized regression coefficients of the interaction “compete-driven search×knowledge
integration capacity” and “science-driven search×knowledge integration capacity” are not
significant, revealing that knowledge integration capacity does not develop the moderation
effect on the influence of compete-driven search and science-driven search on management
innovation adoption that H5 and H6 are not supported.
Discussion
This study aims to:
1. discuss the effect of specialized search on management innovation adoption and
2. test the moderation effect of knowledge integration capacity on the influence of
specialized search on management innovation adoption.
Total 482 valid samples are collected with questionnaire survey for the statistical
analysis. The results show that suppliers with the strongest correlations and complementarity
to the enterprise’s business could be easily accepted, comprehended, and adopted by
enterprises, no matter innovative knowledge or collaborative knowledge is offered. For this
reason, supplier-driven search appears the strongest function on management innovation
adoption of an enterprise. Such a conclusion expands the viewpoints of Peng & Luo (2000)
and Volberda et al. (2013). That is, cooperating with suppliers and customers to broadly
acquire the knowledge could remarkably enhance both technical innovation and management
innovation adoption of an enterprise. Particularly, many manufacturing enterprises depend on
the cooperation with suppliers for the development and growth. A lot of large enterprises
would support enterprises with technologies and management in order to ensure the provided
parts conforming to the quality requirement. For example, Gree Electric Appliances, as the
largest professional air-conditioning manufacturer in the world, practice parts standard
forward to ensure the air-conditioning product quality. In addition to guide the supporting
enterprises to enhance technologies, it has experts stay in the supporting enterprises, regulate
the production and operation processes of the supporting enterprises, and insert the culture
and management of Gree into the supporting enterprises to enhance the management
efficiency and promote the stability and reliability of parts production. Such a method
directly promotes the management innovation of the supporting enterprises.
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Table 2 - Regression Analysis Results
(made by co-authors)

Variables

Dependent variables
Management innovation adoption
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
4.271***
.765**
.341

Constant
Control variables
corporate type(D1)
.292**
.139+
corporate scale(D2)
.366**
.143+
state-owned enterprise (D3)
-.018
-.026
private enterprise (D4)
-.065
-.115
corporate age
.069
.009
upstream of industrial chain (D5)
.236
.112
middle of industrial chain (D6)
.034
-.008
Independent variables
supplier-driven search
.566***
compete-driven search
.054
science-driven search
.151***
Moderator variables
knowledge integration capacity(KIC)
Interaction terms
supplier-driven search×KIC
compete-driven search×KIC
science-driven search×KIC
Model statistics
R2
.085
.420
Adj R2
.072
.408
F values
6.306***
34.120***
.085
.335
△R2
6.306***
90.667***
△F
Note. n=482; +P< .1, *P< .05, **P< .01, ***P< .001

.130+
.135
-.009
-.100
-.006
.146
.030
.565***
.040
.139***
.101*
.064*
-.034
.031
.434
.417
25.578***
.014
2.869*

Scholars, consultants, and experts in knowledge-intensive service institutes, like
colleges and universities, scientific research institutes, and advisory bodies, generally offer
knowledge based on the experiences, which present the characteristics of professionalism and
theorization. Being external experts, the professional analyses reinforce the perceived
strictness and the legitimacy of management innovation to cope with such challenge. As a
result, management innovation adoption also presents notably positive effects. Such a
conclusion supports the viewpoints of Mol & Birkinshaw (2009) and Volberda et al. (2013).
That is, science-driven search could remarkably affect management innovation of an
enterprise while technical innovation enhancing.
Competitors are an important source for enterprises acquiring knowledge; the
cooperation with competitors is called “Co-opetition”. Research has revealed the
significantly positive effects of Co-opetition on enterprise innovation (Bengtsson & Kock,
2000). Nonetheless, the research results show that compete-driven search does not notably
and positively enhance management innovation adoption, possibly because enterprises of the
same industry present the competition and cooperation on technologies, while the
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management shows vivid individual characteristics. For instance, the organizational structure
and management systems among Gree, Haier, and Midea, who are famous appliance
manufacturers in China, are distinct. Gree presents strictly hierarchical management, Haier
promotes decentralized platform structure, and Midea shows division systems. Moreover, the
management of enterprises deeply reveals the characteristics of entrepreneurs. The
improvement of management is seldom cooperated with competitors, because the acquisition
of technical knowledge to promote product and service capabilities is the main objective. It
presents that compete-driven search would not affect management innovation adoption of an
enterprise.
Regarding the moderation effect of knowledge integration capacity, it merely appears
on management innovation adoption in supplier-driven search, possibly because knowledge
from suppliers presents the characteristics of diversity, complexity, and non-normative which
need to be selected, extracted, and matched for enterprises, and the requirement for
knowledge integration capacity is higher. Knowledge from knowledge-intensive service
institutes, such as colleges, universities, and scientific research institutes, reveals the
characteristics of theorization, normative, and professionalism (Makri & Lane, 2007). It
relatively presents problem analysis steps and standardized problem-solving plans and paths
for enterprises, which merely need to complete plans and match organizational situations.
The requirement for knowledge integration capacity is not so high that the moderation effect
is not remarkable.
For management practice, enterprises should pay attention to different knowledge
sources for searching relevant knowledge when developing management innovation. Costs
are also required for knowledge search. For management innovation, the principle of
knowing oneself and the competitors might not be suitable for enterprises. When
encountering management problems, focusing on the tight cooperation with suppliers can
better ensure the effectiveness of knowledge acquisition than searching for the tactic of
competitors. Meanwhile, enterprises should also stress on the promotion of knowledge
integration capacity, when developing knowledge search, to integrate and organize scattered
knowledge stored in different devices in an enterprise, including original knowledge, internal
new knowledge, and external knowledge absorbed, so as to constantly inspire innovation,
hasten innovation, and reinforce sustainable competitive advantage.
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E-Governance is modifying the way that State affects individuals and is implementing
on a daily basis. Even the potential for E-Governance improvement is not questioned, the
practical implementations are still quite challenging. So why deeper understanding of these
issues can help to transcend the current limitations. The mainstream conclusion about the
purpose of e-governance procedures implementing is good governance enhancing. This good
governance is generally characterised by participation, transparency and accountability.
This has proven to be a major problem in many developing countries. In this paper we
analyze the benefits than can be achieved by E-Governance programs’ implementing, the
challenges these innovations can face and also some practical cases of implementation of egovernance programs were considered.
Key Words: E-Government, Governance, Transparency, developing country, digitalization.
What do we mean by “E-Governance”?

"Good governance is perhaps the single most important factor in eradicating poverty
and promoting development."
Kofi A. Annan,
Former Secretary General of the United Nations
First of all we must agree on the meaning and scope of the term “E-Governance”,
because if is often used in different senses and different contexts. There are many definitions
of E-Governance, but we will mention just a few:
“E-Governance is the public sector’s use of information and communication
technologies with the aim of improving information and service delivery, encouraging citizen
participation in the decision-making process and making government more accountable,
transparent and effective” (UNESCO, 2011).
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“E-governance involves the use of information and communication technologies (ICT)
to transact the business of government. At the level of service, e-governance promises a full
service available 24 hours a day and seven days a week” (Panda & Swain, 2009).
“E-government commonly refers to the processes and structures pertinent to the
electronic delivery of government services to the public” (Saxena, 2005).
Additionally, Bannister and Connolly (2011) summarize some characteristics that are
present in e-governance implementations:
Technology mediated services;
- A commitment to technology;
- Functions that empower citizens;
- Internally focused use of ICT by government;
- Use of ICT to improve the quality services and governance;
- Something that enhances e-democracy;
Although there are countless other definitions of e-governance, but the idea is basically
the same.
Having agreed upon what we mean by E-Governance, we must ask ourselves, why
would it be important or useful to introduce e-governance procedures? The mainstream
conclusion about the purpose of implementing e-governance procedures is good governance
enhancing. This is a major problem in Latin American Democracies. But, the recent advances
in information and communication technologies provide opportunities to transform the
relationship between governments and citizens so as to enhance the achievement of good
governance goals. The use of ICTs can increase the involvement of citizens in all levels of
the process of governance. Advantages for the government involve that they may provide a
better service, making governance more efficient and more effective. In addition, the
transaction costs can be lowered and government services can become more accessible for
the general population.
As far as the goals of e-governance, according to UNESCO, they include:
- Improve the internal organisational processes of governments.
- Provide better information and service delivery.
- Increase government transparency in order to reduce corruption.
- Reinforce political credibility and accountability.
- Promote democratic practices through public participation and consultation”
(UNESCO, 2005).
Also according to UNESCO, the fields of e-governance implementation are:
- E-administration- refers to improving of government processes and of the internal
workings of the public sector with new ICT-executed information processes.
- E-services- refers to improved delivery of public services to citizens. Some examples
of interactive services are: requests for public documents, requests for legal documents and
certificates, issuing permits and licenses.
- E-democracy- implies greater and more active citizen participation and involvement
enabled by ICTs in the decision-making process” (UNESCO, 2005 (2)).
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For example, in Bangladesh, the “implementation of ‘Digital Bangladesh’ was an
election promise means appropriate use of technology to materialize all the commitments of
the government including the ones regarding education, health, employment and poverty
mitigation. The key intention behind this idea is to improve the standards of livelihood of the
citizens by empowering them, ensuring transparency and accountability in every sector of
life, and setting up effective-governance and, above all, deliver public services to their
thresholds through the most effective use of latest technologies” (Kashem, 2014).
This tendency is occurring world-wide. For example, “the Government of India is
transcending from traditional modus operandi of governance towards technological
involvement in the process of governance. Currently, the Government of India is in the
transition phase and seamlessly unleashing the power of ICT in governance” (Kumar, 2014).

Benefits and goals than can be achieved by implementing E-Governance
programs: some practical cases
Beyond the theoretical benefits stated when defining the implementation of egovernance programs, it is interesting to analyze some practical cases.
When e-governance programs began being implemented by governments (first in
developed countries but then extending to the whole world), interaction was basically that of
citizens searching information in government websites. For example a paper dated 2007,
argues that “Canada has been the world’s leader in e-Government maturity for the last five
years. The global average for government website usage by citizens is about 30%. In Canada,
this statistic is over 51%. The vast majority of Canadians visit government websites to obtain
information, rather than interacting or transacting with the government. It seems that the rate
of adoption of e-Government has globally fallen below expectations although some countries
are doing better than others” (Kumar et al, 2007).
Although citizens searching information in government websites is perceived as the
minimum level of e-government implementations, this should be disregarded because in
developing countries this can be quite an issue as explained in the following example. “A
study in Iran estimates that over 70 % of intra- and inter-city trips made by the people are for
the purpose of obtaining information, not services. Therefore, developing an e-government
and distance delivery of services will assuredly cut many kinds of expenses and save time
and energy to an unbelievable extent” (Behrooz, 2007).
In “E-Government Initiatives of Four Philippine Cities” Iglesias (2010) describes
various benefits respondents noted “associated with the computerization of their real property
taxation.” The benefits mentioned were faster service, systematic processing, accurate
taxation, and transparent taxation.
In another continent, particularly in Nigeria, Ojo argues that “the use of information
technology can increase the broad involvement of citizens in the process of governance at all
levels by providing the possibility of on-line discussion groups…” He also states that he
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benefits for government include that they “may provide better service in terms of time,
making governance more efficient and more effective” (Ojo, 2014).
Also in Africa, Waiswa and Okello-Obura explain that “the strong ingredient of
Uganda’s eGovernance environment so far is the relatively good legal and regulatory
environment which exhibits a potential of fostering seamless adoption of ICTs in service
delivery (Waiswa & Okello-Obura, 2014).
An interesting study, conducted by Subhash Bhatnagar, regarding the implementation
of a concrete e-government system in rural India, is the “Bhoomi Computerization of Land
Records”. The situation, as explained by the author, was that “prior to implementation of
Bhoomi in Karnataka state in India, land records (ownership of each parcel of land, its area
and cropping pattern, and village maps that reflected the boundaries of each parcel) were
maintained by 9,000 Village Accountants, each serving a cluster of 3-4 villages.
Requests to alter land records (upon sale or inheritance of a land parcel) had to be filed
with the Village Accountant. An update to the land records (in case of sale or inheritance)
was a lengthy process of enquiry carried out by a Revenue Inspector.
The changes were to be made in a 30-day period if the request was not disputed but in
practice, it could take 1-2 years for the records to be updated”. The situation after the
implementation of this system, also according to the author seems very different. “Bhoomi
has been able to improve service delivery and reduce corruption. In the last one year nearly
90,000 mutation requests have been made and the monthly collection of fee has varied from
Rs 7.9 million to Rs 14.4 million. Bhoomi demonstrates the benefits of making government
records more open so that citizens are empowered to challenge arbitrary action. It also
illustrates how automation can be used to take discretion away from civil servants at
operating levels. An independent evaluation studies based on a survey of 180 users from 12
kiosks and 60 non users has shown that Bhoomi has significantly reduced corruption and
improved service delivery” (Bhatnagar, 2003).
Challenges in E-Governance programs implementing
Having highlighted the benefits and goals than can be achieved by implementing EGovernance programs, it is also important to note that there are many challenges associated
with these innovations.
Signore et al. (2005) refer to these challenges by grouping them into three categories:
Technical, Economic and Social issues.
Some of the most relevant Technical issues include security of the system. Privacy is a
great concern on behalf of the citizens as it regards confidentiality of their personal data
Economic issues include aspects such as costs, maintainability, reusability and
portability.
The Social issues regard aspects like accessibility, usability an what is most important,
acceptance by the general public (Signore et al., 2005).
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Mittal & Kaur, in the paper “E-Governance - A challenge for India” (2013) refer to the
challenges of E-Governance programs implementing in segmented format. Some of the most
interesting obstacles singled out, include:
- Different Language of potential users: People belonging to different states speak
different languages. The diversity of people in context of language is a huge challenge for eGovernance projects implementing because of the most of e-Governance applications are
written in English.
- Low Literacy and Low IT Literacy: Much of the Indian people are not literate and
those who are literate do not have much knowledge about Information Technology (IT).
- Lack of confidence on technologies provided by government
- Technical issues such as user friendliness of government websites.
- Cost: In developing countries like India, cost is one of the most important obstacles
in the path of e-Governance implementation where major part of the population is living
below poverty line. Economic poverty is closely related to the limited information
technology resources. (Mittal & Kaur, 2013)
Another issue that has arisen is the quality and exactitude of the information that is
provided by e-Governance systems. “City governments will also have to assure the public of
the high quality of its data. It will have to recognize that incomplete, inaccurate and late data
and information are potentially dangerous. Poor data and information can have costly
outcomes for the city’s clients” (Iglesias, 2010).
Conclusions on E-Governance programs implementation
It is quite clear that E-Governance programs are being implemented worldwide. From
the leading nations to developing countries, these initiatives are taken at different levels of
government and this is not a new occurrence, as this 2002 paper affirms: “Governments
worldwide are faced with the challenge of transformation and the need to reinvent
government systems in order to deliver efficient and cost effective services, information and
knowledge through information and communication technologies.” (Fang, 2002)
As for some cases in India, Mittal & Kaur considers that for E-Governance programs
to be successful, some factors may have to be taken into consideration. “Although Indian
government is spending a lot of money on e-Governance projects but still these projects are
not successful in all parts of India. Unawareness in people, local language of the people of a
particular area, privacy for the personal data of the people etc. are main challenges which are
responsible for the unsuccessful implementation of e-Governance in India.” (Mittal & Kaur,
2013)
In the case implementation of E-Governance programs in Australia, Freeman argues
that “governments often equate improved information access and service delivery with online
civic engagement, overlooking the importance of two-way participatory practices.” She also
concludes that “to facilitate participatory e-government practices and online civic
engagement, governments will require policies that guide the development of ICT
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infrastructure, enhance citizens’ ICT adoption and use, support online content and spaces to
which citizens can contribute, and ensure that citizen involvement influences decisionmaking.”(Freeman, 2012)
All over the world, governments are investing more and more on information and
communication technologies as a means to communicate and interact with their citizens. EGovernance programs will reach more individuals and involve more government agencies in
years to come. But the challenges of effectiveness and efficiency still remain open to debate.
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Extremely high turnover rate has been a problem of human resource management for
enterprises. The factors in turnover might be an organization not being able to provide
satisfactory working environment for employees and the work identity of employees.
Supervisor-subordinate guanxi is especially emphasized in Chinese enterprises, and such
guanxi culture is the maxim in Chinese societies. With the combination of perceived job
security, organizational commitment and supervisor-subordinate guanxi, this study intends to
discuss the turnover intention of middle management in enterprises in Taiwan. Total 142
enterprises are surveyed, and 383 valid copies of questionnaire are retrieved. The
Hierarchical Regression Analysis results show the higher perceived job security of middle
management, the higher organizational commitment and the lower turnover intention. Under
the moderation of supervisor-subordinate guanxi, ones with better supervisor-subordinate
guanxi present lower turnover intention than those with worse supervisor-subordinate
guanxi.

Key Words: guanxi, China, middle management, supervision, motivation

Introduction
The continuous financial crises and export crunch in past years have largely impacted
the employment market in Taiwan. According to the statistics, the unemployment in Taiwan
remains high and is even increasing. Under the news of high unemployment rate, corporate
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bankruptcy and layoff, the spread of job insecurity has resulted in great influence and
insecurity on organizations and employees. Employees bear even more stress and are
suffering from the anxiety of unemployment. In current working environments, employees
reveal increasing desire for job security and worry about the continuity of job that the work
attitudes and career planning are affected.
High turnover rate has been a problem of human resource management for enterprises.
In spite of the necessity of turnover rate for the growth of an enterprise, improper or frequent
turnover rate would influence the quality of customer services and result in the gap in
experience inheritance of organizational members. Maslow (1954) indicated that, in addition
to physical security, employees required the need of job security, covering job stability and
seniority security, from an organization. In Two Factor Theory proposed by Herzberg,
Mausner and Snyderman (1959), security factors were defined as extrinsic rewards or job
hygiene factors; besides, the continuous employment and the guarantee of job stability were
the key factors in job security. Apparently, perceived job security of employees would affect
the work attitudes. An enterprise not being able to offer proper guarantee and job security for
employees would result in work stress of employees (Cooper, Dewe & O’Driscoll, 2001).
Employees consider organizational commitment, leadership styles of supervisors, and
organizational culture in an enterprise as the factors in the job satisfaction (Harris, Li &
Kirkman, 2014; Mathieu, Neumann, Hare & Babiak, 2014; Winkler, Busch, Clasen &
Vowinkel, 2015). Past research pointed out the higher organizational commitment of
employees, the lower turnover intention, the better work attitudes, and the higher job
satisfaction. For this reason, when the factors in job satisfaction of organizational members
are properly controlled, remedial measures could be adopted to enhance employees’ job
satisfaction and effectively promote the morale and reduce the turnover rate. It shows
positive effects on an organization (Valentine, Godkin, Fleischman & Kidwell, 2011;
Demirtas & Akdogan, 2015; Panaccio, Vandenberghe & Ayed, 2014).
Chinese societies and organizations particularly stress on the bonding of individual
guanxi (Jacobs, 1980; Tsai, Wu & Yeh, 2013) and the normative obligations of reciprocity
and exchange. Guanxi is also directional and can be divided into vertical supervisorsubordinate guanxi and horizontal colleague guanxi among different departments in order to
expand the power and influence (Ferris & Kacmar, 1992; Wong, Wong & Wong, 2010; Tsai,
Wu & Yeh, 2014). Guanxi, being a special resource in an enterprise, could protect the status
of the owner in the enterprise as well as consolidate the power of “one of us” (Tsai et al.,
2013). Furthermore, the cultural background in Chinese societies presents distinctiveness,
and the etiquette, commitment, and prestige among people are particularly emphasized (Liu,
Kwong Kwan, Wu & Wu, 2010). In an enterprise, the abusive supervision of a supervisor
would affect employees’ altruism and organizational commitment in the enterprise and could
easily result in supervisor-subordinate guanxi conflict (Liu & Wang, 2013), especially when
subordinates perceive unfair treatment from supervisors (Wong et al., 2010; Hom, Mitchell,
Lee & Griffeth, 2012).
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The unstable industrial economy causes enterprise downsizing and laying off many
employees with higher salaries, who are mainly middle management in the enterprises, for
the survival. Middle management is the bridge between junior employees and chief managers
in an enterprise, responsible for information delivery, coordination and communication that it
shows the key function of carrying forward. Research on the middle management of
enterprises is little, among which studies on perceived job security, organizational
commitment, and turnover intention are even fewer. It becomes the research motivation for
this study to discuss the correlation. Past research also indicated that the better supervisorsubordinate guanxi in Chinese enterprises would enhance subordinates’ affective
commitment (He, Lai & Lu, 2011) so that the mistakes could be forgiven and forgot (Kiong
& Kee, 1998). Nevertheless, the role of supervisor-subordinate guanxi among organizational
commitment, job security, and turnover intention of employees has not been mentioned. It
becomes another research motivation of this study.
Literature and Hypothesis
According to Maslow’s (1954) Hierarchy of Needs and Two Factor Theory proposed
by Herzberg et al. (1959), personal security factors were the fundamental needs. The socalled personal needs of safety refer to not being invaded or threatened physically and
mentally and not surviving in panic life. Maslow (1954) also mentioned that, in addition to
physical security, employees would expect to acquire needs of job security, covering job
stability and seniority security. Probst (2003) revealed that job security from an enterprise,
including employees’ physical and mental health, job satisfaction, organizational
commitment, and the reduction of turnover intention, would affect the employees’ work
attitudes and work results. On the contrary, an employee would be hurt the physical and
mental health when perceiving job insecurity to result in negative effects on the job
satisfaction (Näswall, Sverke & Hellgren, 2005; Carlson, Grzywacz, Ferguson, Hunter,
Clinch & Arcury, 2011), reduce the organizational commitment (De Cuyper & De Witte,
2006, 2007; Van den Broeck, De Cuyper, De Witte & Vansteenkiste, 2010), and increase the
turnover intention (Probst & Lawler, 2006; Cheng & Chan, 2008; Huang, Niu, Lee &
Ashford, 2012; Wang, Lu & Lu, 2014). In sum, job security offered by an enterprise would
indeed affect personal work attitudes and behaviors of an employee. An employee when
perceiving job insecurity would easily generate negative effects and even appear turnover
behaviors. It is therefore considered in this study that Hypothesis 1: employees perceiving
high job security would reduce the turnover intention.
By reviewing the past research on organizational commitment, Allen and Meyer (1990)
classified organizational commitment into affective commitment, continuance commitment,
and normative commitment. Organizational commitment could be regarded as employees’
intention to stay in the enterprises as well as a kind of work attitudes towards organizational
loyalty (Jaramilo, Mulki & Marshall, 2005; Fischer & Mansell, 2009; Ng & Feldman, 2011).
It could be a kind of employees’ organizational attachment where compliance, identification,
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and internalization were utilized for defining organizational commitment (O' Reilly &
Chatman, 1986; Fullerton, 2011; Klein, Molloy & Brinsfield, 2012). When employees reduce
the loyalty or appear mistrust and disidentification, the organizational commitment is reduced
that they are likely to present dissatisfaction and increase the turnover intention. As a result,
it is regarded in this study that Hypothesis 2: employees with higher organizational
commitment would reduce the turnover intention.
Guanxi is a historical and specific culture in Chinese societies. The special
interpersonal relationship in Chinese societies became the focus since Fei H.T. (1948)
proposed the idea of Chaxugeju. The idea of guanxi in Chinese societies was originated from
Confucianism (Hwang, 2012) and offered the role positioning of an individual in the society
and the behavioral rules for getting along with others to become the key value in the
interpersonal relationship in Chinese societies. Yang (1994) argued that guanxi was the
correlation among objects, forces, and persons; especially, it could be a kind of “social
connection” when the correlations among people were emphasized; such guanxi was
established on shared benefits and profits (Tsai et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2014). Guanxi is a
specific transactional relationship between partners in which they acquire benefits by
exchanging preference. Renqing and mianzi are the favorable media (Lee & Dawes, 2005;
Zhuang, Xi & Tsang, 2010; Wu et al., 2014).
Referring to Chaxugeju proposed by Fei H.T. (1948), Hwang (2012) divided guanxi
into expressive, mixed, and instrumental guanxi and indicated that different types of guanxi
would result in distinct interaction rules. For instance, individual-family guanxi was a
permanent and stable social guanxi, as expressive guanxi; salesperson-customer/stranger
guanxi was to acquire personal material goal through benefit exchange, as instrumental
guanxi; and teacher-student, colleague, and classmate guanxi presenting certain affection
after contact, but not as close as family members, was mixed guanxi. Based on above guanxi
standards, supervisor-subordinate guanxi should be a kind of mixed guanxi, i.e. covering
both expressive and instrumental contents. Tsai et al. (2013) revealed that managers with
friend guanxi played the role of a communication bridge between chief managers and
subordinates as well as the function of lubricant in an enterprise.
Taormina and Gao (2010) mentioned that different guanxi behaviors would show
distinct influence, such as job satisfaction, mutual support among employees in an
organization, and self-attribution to success. Kiong and Kee (1998) pointed out the better
supervisor-subordinate guanxi in an enterprise, the better mistakes being forgiven and forgot,
the better subordinates’ affective commitment being enhanced (He, Li & Lai, 2011), the
higher employees’ organizational commitment, and the higher supervisors’ leadership
effectiveness (Tsai et al., 2013). It is therefore considered that the better supervisorsubordinate guanxi could release employees’ perceived inadequate job security and low
organizational commitment to reduce the turnover intention. Hypothesis 3: supervisorsubordinate guanxi presents moderation between perceived job security and turnover
intention of employees. Hypothesis 4: supervisor-subordinate guanxi appears moderation on
organizational commitment and turnover intention of employees.
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Methodology
Middle management of enterprises in Taiwan is researched in this study. Middle
management refers to deputy managers, managers, and factory directors in enterprises who
play the primary role of a communication bridge, are responsible for organizational tasks,
and deal with the coordination and communication between junior employees and chief
managers. They therefore present the function to carry forward in enterprises. The research
data are collected with questionnaire survey. With the assistance of local associations,
enterprises are first confirmed the intention of being interviewed through telephones or
emails and further made appointment for the questionnaire survey. Total 142 enterprises are
surveyed with 1-3 copies of questionnaire, and total 383 valid copies are retrieved. In the
samples, 67% is males and their supervisors are almost male. The mean age is 35.3 years and
seniority is 8.7 years. About the type of guanxi, total 47% of the samples reveal family
guanxi with their executives, friend guanxi about 31 percent and favor-exchange Guanxi 22
percent. A total of 67% of the samples is manufacturing and almost 71% of their job function
is operating.
Perceived job security: Perceived job security is defined as an employee’ perception of
continuously staying at the same workplace, including the basic work needs of job stability
and seniority security. Based on the job security scale proposed by Caplan, Cobb, French,
Van Harrison and Pinneau (1975), this part contains three questions and is measured with
Likert 5-point scale. The Cronbach’s α appears 0.85. Organizational commitment:
Organizational commitment is regarded as an employee being willing to stay in the enterprise
that it could be considered as the attitudes towards organizational loyalty. Based on the
organizational commitment scale proposed by Allen and Meyer (1990), total 18 questions are
covered and measured with Likert 5-point scale. The Cronbach’s α appears 0.88. Turnover
intention: Turnover intention results from an individual psychologically not identifying with
the organization. This part is referred to the turnover intention scale proposed by Camman,
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Fichman, Jenkins and Klesh (1979) and measured with Likert 5-point scale. The Cronbach’s
α reveals 0.85. Supervisor-subordinate guanxi: Supervisor-subordinate guanxi refers to the
connection based on trust and affection. Different from LMX, Chinese supervisorsubordinate guanxi (S-S Guanxi) stresses more on the relationship in informal situations. In
Chinese societies, guanxi determines the key factors in treating the opposite party during the
interaction (Wu et al., 2014; Sun, Wu & Tsai, 2014). The research scale is referred to Wong
et al (2010) and measured with Likert 5-point scale. The Cronbach’s α is 0.96. Control
variable: Referring to the research on internal guanxi of enterprises (Tsai et al., 2013; Wu et
al., 2014), managers’ gender, age, and seniority, gender of direct supervisors, and type of
industry are set as the control variables in this study.
Analysis Result
Tab. 1 lists the relative coefficients of variables. From the table, perceived job security
(r= -.73, P< .01), organizational commitment (r= -.68, P< .01), and supervisor-subordinate
guanxi (r= -.76, P< .01) of employees present remarkably negative correlations with turnover
intention, but perceived job security (r= .54, P< .01) and organizational commitment (r= .63,
P< .01) reveal significantly positive correlation with supervisor-subordinate guanxi.

Table 1 - Correlation Coefficient Table
(results of the research)
M

S.D.

1

2

3

1. Perceived Job Security

3.41

.79

1

2. Organization Commitment

3.33

.55

.65**

1

3. Supervisor-Subordinate Guanxi

3.52

.57

.54**

.63**

1

4. Turnover Intention

2.81

.76

-.73**

-.68**

-.76**

4

1

Note. n=383; *P< .05, **P< .01

Multiple Regressions is utilized for the validation of hypotheses. Gender, gender of
direct supervisor, age, seniority, and type of industry are first regarded as control variables,
perceived job security and organizational commitment are set as independent variables, and
turnover intention is the dependent variable for analyses (Tab. 2). Under control variables, it
is discovered in this study that middle management with higher perceived job security would
reduce turnover intention (β= -.33, P< .01). Hypothesis 1 is therefore supported. Moreover,
middle management showing higher commitment would reduce turnover intention (β= -.31,
P< .01) that Hypothesis 2 is supported.
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Table 2 - Regression of Turnover Intention
(results of the research)

Dependent variable
Turnover Intention
M1
Control variable
Gender
-.14*
Gender of direct supervisor
.12*
Age
.14**
Seniority
.11*
Type of industry
.09
Predictor variable
Perceived job security
Organizational commitment
F
14.273
R2
.134
ΔR2
Note: N=383; *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001

M2

M1

M2

-.12*
.10*
.12*
.10*
.08

-.14*
.12*
.14**
.11*
.09

.12*
.11*
.12*
.09
.08

14.273
.134

-.31**
27.569
.293
.159

-.33**
31.052
.332
198

Referring to the steps suggested by Baron and Kenny (1986), Multiple Regression is
applied to verify the moderation of supervisor-subordinate guanxi. Under control variables,
the relationship between middle management of Taiwanese enterprises and the direct
supervisors presents positive moderation (β= .22, P< .01) between perceived job security and
turnover intention that Hypothesis 3 is supported, Table 3. What is more, the relationship
between middle management and the direct supervisors also show positive moderation (β=
.28, P< .01) between organizational commitment and turnover intention that Hypothesis 4 is
supported.
Discussion
This study aims to discuss perceived job security and commitment of employees in
enterprises in Taiwan; and, the special guanxi context in Chinese societies is regarded as the
moderator to investigate the effect of supervisor-subordinate guanxi on employees’ turnover
intention. Middle management of total 142 enterprises in Taiwan is sampled as the research
subjects and 383 valid copies of questionnaire are retrieved for the analysis. Similar to past
research, it is found in this study that middle management with higher perceived job security
appears lower turnover intention (Probst & Lawler, 2006) and the higher organizational
commitment, the lower turnover intention. It reveals that employees would be more willing
to contribute to the organization and do not appear turnover intention when an enterprise
offers favorable working environments, gives proper blueprints and plans, or provides job
security.
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Table 3 - Moderation of Supervisor-Subordinate Guanxi
(results of the research)

Dependent variable
Turnover Intention
M1
Control variable
Gender
-.14*
Gender of direct supervisor
.12*
Age
.14**
Seniority
.11*
Type of industry
.09
Predictor variable
Perceived job security
Organizational
commitment
Supervisor-subordinate
guanxi
Perceived job security*
Supervisor-subordinate
guanxi
Organizational
commitment*
Supervisor-subordinate
guanxi
F
14.273
R2
.134
ΔR2
Note: N=383; *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001

M2

M3

M1

M2

M3

-.14*
.11
.15*
.13*
.11

-.13*
.11
.14*
.11
.09

-.14*
.12*
.14**
.11*
.09

-.16*
.13*
.12*
.11
.12*

-.14*
.13*
.11
.09
.11

-.25**

-.23**
-.27**

-.25**

-.23**

-.22**

-.23**

-.24**
.22**

.28**
40.898
.371
.137

44.619
.412
.041

14.273
.134

.35.546
.358
.224

42.884
.391
.033

1
0.8
Turnover
Intention

0.6
High PJS
0.4

Low PJS

0.2
0
High S-S Guanxi

Low S-S Guanxi

Figure 2 - Moderation of Supervisor-Subordinate Guanxi on Perceived Job Security
(created by co-authors)
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1

0.8
Turnover
Intention

0.6

High OC
Low OC

0.4

0.2
0
High S-S Gua nxi

Low S-S Gua nxi

Figure 3 - Moderation of Supervisor-Subordinate Guanxi on Organization Commitment
(created by co-authors)

Such a result is inferred in this study that most enterprises in Taiwan are influenced by
traditional value (pursuing job stability and guarantee) and career development (definite
promotion systems); job security becomes critical for employees selecting enterprises or
deciding to contribute to enterprises. Job insecurity might be resulted from employees’
inadequate capability, high work goals, or difficult tasks. Facing such employees who are
likely to generate negative effects on the work attitudes because of job insecurity, enterprises
could offer proper resources, such as social support or work control, to reduce employees’
perception and reaction to job insecurity (Näswall et al., 2005; Carlson et al., 2011; Wang et
al., 2014), solve the problem of inadequate capability of employees through education and
training, or adjust suitable work goals for employees to solve the problems of high job
objectives or difficult tasks. What is more, organizational commitment could be regarded as
the psychological compound idea of corporate members that the absence and turnover rate of
employees could be regarded as the index of organizational disidentification. In other words,
turnover intention could likely appear when employees reveal withdrawal behaviors or
inadequate consensus in the organizational commitment process. In this case, how to promote
employees’ commitment to reduce the turnover intention is worth discussing. It is considered
in this study that an enterprise could formulate different rewards according to individual
requirements, such as giving extra rewards, future economic guarantee, and psychological
rewards, to facilitate employees more actively participating in organizational activities and
being more willing to make efforts for the organization. In this case, the organizational goal
could be achieved, and employees’ job satisfaction could be enhanced to further reduce the
turnover intention.
Under the moderation of supervisor-subordinate guanxi, it is also found that ones with
better supervisor-subordinate guanxi would show better perceived job security and
organizational commitment to reduce turnover intention. Supervisor-subordinate guanxi is a
new concept proposed in recent years, which emphasizes the elements of affection,
reciprocity, and trust. Meanwhile, supervisor-subordinate guanxi is a product of Chinese
culture. The concept stresses that the trust and affection between supervisors and
©The EUrASEANs
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subordinates are not merely generated in business, but are the key to establish trust and
affection in private. Guanxi focuses on the contact among people in informal situations and is
an important principle of interaction in Chinese societies. Supervisor-subordinate guanxi is a
kind of mixed guanxi which contains both expressive and instrumental contents. Such
expressive guanxi would guide both parties to a different boundary and generate “fetters”.
Higher than tasks and hierarchical systems, such fetters are established based on affection.
For this reason, when the establishment of supervisor-subordinate guanxi exceeds the job
specifications, it would assist subordinates in reducing the turnover intention.
It is suggested in this study that an enterprise could offer employees with secure
working environments to perceive the responsibility of the organization, deliver more
common ideas to employees, give job security, or have employees perceive the consistency
of personal goals with corporate goals. In this case, organizational goals could be more easily
achieved and job performance could be promoted so that employees are willing to contribute
to enterprises and maintain the organizational commitment. Past research on supervisorsubordinate guanxi focused more on business guanxi. However, this study defines
supervisor-subordinate guanxi not only in business but also the tight guanxi in private. Such
kind of guanxi covers dinners with supervisors after work, shopping with or visiting
supervisors on holidays to enhance the mutual trust and affection. In this case, subordinates
would reduce turnover intention when affection appears between supervisors and
subordinates.
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Research focuses on the analysis of economic specialization of the municipality of Zapopan
Jalisco, for the years 1999 and 2009, based on the resources and capacities of economic
strategy to find sources, to increase potential benefits and competitive advantages of the
municipality. The study method is based on a theoretical analysis. Proposed results focus on
the location coefficient (LQ *) to check the basic jobs in municipal economic activities. The
subject is given a qualitative approach; since the data will be obtained from the economic
census (INEGI) during the period 1999 and 2014.
Keywords: Location coefficient, economic specialization, resource theory.

Introduction
Jalisco province currently consists of 125 municipalities and a population of 7 million
350 thousand 682 inhabitants, while the municipality of Zapopan is made up of 1 million 332
thousand 272 inhabitants INEGI (2015).
Purpose of the study is to analyze economic specialization in the municipality of
Zapopan and the state of Jalisco, to observe the regional specialization through coefficients
of municipal and state location for each economic sub-branch, for the period between the
year 1999 and 2009. Also the aggregated data the total employed persons in certain industries
in the city compared with data in those branches statewide.
Taking into consideration the employment variable, the model was defined using
results, strategies applied and given in approaches from the resources-based and capabilities
theory. This theory applies to the results of the variations obtained from the economic
censuses of 1999 and 2009, to observe the elements involved in the successful strategy of
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state and municipality in terms of economic activities. Likewise, business objectives, deep
knowledge of the competitive environment and the objective assessment of resources are
considered in a process that can also be implemented on a personal level (Grant, 2006).
This work focuses on the final study of the correlation coefficient, which aims to
identify the methods developed by the theory of strategy. This method is used to assess the
impact generated in the state, as in the municipality, and apply the theory of resources and
capacities of economic activities. To be successful, the strategic resources of the company
should be heterogeneous and meet the properties of being valuable, rare and difficult to
imitate or substitute, criteria that relate to the development and sustainability of the
competitive advantages and are expanded on later (Barney, 1991).
Background and delimitations of considered problem
This model has its origin in a Keynesian framework of analysis, adapted to the regional
level. The level of economic activity always depends on global demand. Keynesians
commonly understood the "static" macroeconomic models that seek to establish relations
between the global level of economic activity and the macro economy by investment, saving,
public spending and consuming (Polese, 1998). This theory is considered as the most
coherent model to explain the level of economic activity in a region. The model establishes
the level of production and employment levels in the region that depends on their export
activities. These export activities depend on external demand and comparative advantages of
the region, considered by the model of "exogenous" variables that the region can’t control.
Therefore, the region lives in external demand, and must adapt to this to survive.
Between 1994 and 1997, Statistics Canada, the National Institute of Statistics,
Geography and Informatics (INEGI) of Mexico, and the Economic Classification Policy
Committee (ECPC) created a common classification system to replace the previous economic
classifications of each country: Standard Industrial Classification (1980) of Canada, the
Mexican Classification of Activities and Products (1994) and the Standard Industrial
Classification (1987) of the United States. Thus the North American Industry Classification
System emerged, whose original version is 1997, and as a result of an agreement of five-year
review have developed three revisions, the NAICS 2002, NAICS 2007 and NAICS 2013.
Each new version replaces the previous one.
NAICS has changed its classification system containing data related to the different
productive activities in the country, so that until 1994 was applied exclusively Mexican
Classification of Activities and Products (CMAP). However, by 1999 it was also considered
besides of this, the North American Industry Classification System, due to the new economic
and political conditions of the country, and above all, by the need to harmonize information
management between three countries that are participating in North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA). From the second economic census 2004, the classification system was
formally adopted. The geographical location of the country and the launch of NAFTA is a
very good platform to sell from Mexico to the world's largest market.
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The analysis of the economic base model is used to develop economic studies for
regions and states. Based on the results applied in states or municipalities we can identify
economic sectors, since they are the main source of economic and local development
(Klosterman, Brail and Bossard, 1993). It is possible to identify excessive dependence on a
single industry or group of industries and to estimate the total impact in the short term and
changes in the industries that serve no local demand.
Since the main objective of the research work seeks to understand what are the
economic activities on which the State of Jalisco and the municipality of Zapopan have
specialized in the period from 1999 to 2009 and to observe the changes that have had the
basic activities to see which ones provide greater economic development to the State and the
municipality. With the results obtained, it is possible to establish business strategy focuses on
the pursuit of profit, which means they plan to achieve their goals in a process applicable for
both a state and a region, achieving the competitive advantage between economic activities
(Grant, 2006).
Based on the previous analysis, it raises the following research question: how the
theory of resources and capabilities does influence the economic specialization of the
municipality of Zapopan and the State of Jalisco for the period of 1999 and 2009?
The importance of research focus on the use of identifying factors that will be proposed
based on the causes identified by several authors in the literature.
Based on this study it is aimed to achieve knowledge of changes in economic
specialization of the State of Jalisco and the municipality of Zapopan, to observe their
advantages and results from applying the theory of resources and capabilities. Also, other
objectives are:
- to describe the changes occurred over time in the period 1999 and 2009,
- to compare the aggregated data of the total employed persons by branch in the city,
against the data in those branches statewide,
- to define economic sectors municipality specializes and to observe important
variations and economic specialization of the municipality of Zapopan, Jalisco between 1999
and 2009.
It is an issue of major importance because the coefficient of regional activity
concentration can be observed with reference to the Mexican State or Zapopan province.
This work aims to contribute an analysis of Jalisco and Zapopan municipality in order
to compare their evolution and note that new economic activities are generated during the
period covered. The subject is given a qualitative approach because it will be based on actual
and technical facts to demonstrate the critical problems.
Surely, effective usage of resources and capabilities for economic specialization have a
positive impact on the municipality of Zapopan and the state of Jalisco for the period of 1999
and 2009.
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Theoretical framework context
Theory of resources and capabilities
Peng (2015) defines resources as all tangible and intangible assets used by a company
to choose and implement their strategies and capabilities defined as the ability to dynamically
deploy their resources. Dynamic capabilities and capacities impact on sustainable
competitive advantage (Vargas, Guerra, Bojorquez & Bojórquez. 2014, 115 - 132). The
authors define this theory as the model where resources interact with ones the company
accounts in general and others limiting strategic objectives for company development.
Focusing on these theories, the location coefficient can show how the state and the
municipality through economic activities can use their resources and capabilities allowing
performing specific actions for strategic purposes. Likewise the obstacles that have economic
activities of the municipality and the state are seen as theory complements and understand the
relationship that exists between them.
Peng (2015) considers the tangible and intangible resources of companies as ones that
have greater relevance when the capacities of economic activities are integrated. Peng (2015)
defines the following model of tangible and intangible resources.
-

Tangible assets

Financial.
Physical
Technology

Value of the
organization
or entity
Intangible
assets
intellectual
capital

or

-

Internal structure
Human capital
Environmental relationship

Figure 1 - Model of tangible and intangible resources
(made by co-authors)

Human capital is measured in terms of individuals exercising their functions in
different companies and their personal skills. this is best interpreted as the experience that
have people training, so making decisions, the potential that have people, leadership among
other aspects, as well as the sociological and psychological aspects (Barney, 1991; Grant,
2006).
Intangible assets within the contribution of human resources of the company is difficult
to assess; however, a competences system development contributed in part to overcome this
problem, was developed by David McClelland, a professor at Harvard University, according
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to Grant (2006), by the definition of the profiles that must fulfill a specific charge. Vargas et
al. (2014) mentions the analysis of industries, and states that its main objective to provide
tools for managing companies. Likewise, citing Porter (1980) who makes a summary of the
framework of the five forces, which maintain the backbone of the vision of the industry
based strategy.
Framework of the 5 forces of Porter:
1) Intensity of rivalry among competitors
2) Threat of potential inputs
3) Bargaining power of suppliers
4) Bargaining power of buyers
5) Threat of substitutes.
Grant (2006) mentions among the intangible assets the brand value, reputation with
regard to customer relations, quality of products, relationships with suppliers and other
entities; patents and intellectual property supported in the legal protection of knowledge and
generating higher incomes.
Likewise, Porter (1980) mentions the key success factors, which seek to develop
competitive advantages by determining:
1) Customers: define well, offer what they want and analyze the determinants of
demand.
2) Faced with competition: analyzing how to survive it, which factors run it, what is the
intensity of competition in the sector or subsector serving, barriers to entry and exit how to
improve the competitive position, how to overcome the resources and capacities of
competition;
3) Facing suppliers: improving relations with them and managing to improve the value
chain.
4) Substitute products: how they impact on the demand for goods and services.
5) Potential competitors that integrate and increase competition and rivalry in the
sector.
Also the analyzed location coefficient indicates the economic activities that are
managed in each economic sector focusing municipality of Zapopan and the State of Jalisco.
Based on the VRIO framework we are:
1) Value: In this sense we analyzed an economic activity that generates added value
comparing with economic activities that do not generate any.
2) Rarity: should evaluate the rarity of resources and based on this to note which of
these resources can generate a lead.
3) Ability to imitate: consider which generate a limited technology.
4) Organization: if economic activities do not meet an established, organized and
efficient structure cannot generate development and growth, its resources are not well used
causing losses of economic activity.
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Theory of internationalization
Coase (1937) argues that the size of the companies describes the cost of market using.
These causes can be reduced through the internationalization of certain assets and exchanges
of the same economic activity through marketing or exchange. In the same talk, greater
incentives generating would the company to expand and internationalize its products or
economic activity. Buckley and Casson (1976, mentioned in their central approach that
multinational organizations are an alternative market mechanism, which creates management
activities across national borders:
1) Advantages that can locate economic activities abroad
2) Organization of work within the company who believe efficiency to sell.
Research methods
As mentioned in the introduction it was decided to refer to the economic census of
1999 and 2009. It should be noted that in the period when this research was made, the data of
economic census in the Automated System of Census Information (SAIC) was out of service,
so INEGI provides predefined tabulated with information at the municipal level, which in
calculating the data for the creation of location coefficient (LC*), the results agree with those
obtained from previous censuses, so that, this work will serve as reference for future research
and for comparisons of the economic census (2014).
The index of economic specialization (or location coefficient) measures the
characteristics of specialization or diversification of a region, state or municipality. This
work is aimed at economic activities, focused on the sub-sectors by levels of NAICS
aggregation. It also relates the significance of phenomenon, e.g., population or production. In
this research, it was analyzed and worked the economic activities of the sub-sector, focused
on total employed persons both the state and the municipality for economic censuses 1999
and 2009.
The model states that levels of production and employment in the region depend on its
activities, which also depend on the regional comparative advantages. So draw a demarcation
line between basic industries or core activities, which allow the region to entry
complementary industries or non-core activities, resulting from the core activities presence.
Selected variables for the coefficient estimate on the economic census 1999 and 2009,
are:
A. Employment in the sector
B. Total employment in the region.
This variable has major importance, since through the number of available jobs in a
region, this is compared with economic activity of the whole studied system.
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The location coefficient is defined as

Where:
location = Ratio of Activity 1 sector in the region j
Employment activity = 1 sector in the region j
Total employment in the region j
Employment sector activity 1 in all regions (n)
Total employment in all regions (n)
This means that depending on the value yielding the location coefficient (LC *) will
show the degree of regional activity concentration. Therefore the following criteria are used:
1) LC *> 1 the study region has a greater specialization in the industry i than the
reference region.
2) LC * <1 the study region has a minor specialization in industry i than the reference
region.
3) LC * = 1 the study region has the same degree of specialization in the industry i
than the reference region.
If the value is greater than 1, there is a more than proportional concentration in the
region (exporting region). When the value is less than or equal to 1 the region is not for
export, so production is for domestic consumption.
Analysis of obtained results
This section of the article presents the results obtained for the state of Jalisco and the
municipality of Zapopan applying the model coefficient location in the period from 1999 to
2009 which permit to correlate the economic activity of state or the municipality.
Conclusions
The intent of this research has been to observe the coefficient location of the
municipality of Zapopan and the state of Jalisco, based on the economic censuses for the
period d 1999 and 2009, applying theories of resources and capabilities with the theory of
internationalization, to observe the economic growth and non-core activities, and to observe
how many basic jobs accounted for every economic sector. Also, applying this joint analysis
of economic specialization theories, it was defined that economic sectors can reach export
©The EUrASEANs
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development in other states (together with good organization of its resources and capabilities
using to internationalize over time).
Based on the results of economic changes can see that regarding the municipality in the
years 199 and 2009, five economic specializations in the municipality of Zapopan integrated
were observed; while in the year 1999 it had 83 sectors.
One of the features that can be highlighted in this variation is that there were 83 basic
jobs (in 1999) which satisfied the regional needs of the municipality and also had ability to
export. While in 2009, 88 basic jobs were created; causing an economic activity increasing.
Having own export ability the municipality and the State have an opportunity to
internationalize their products. Applying the theory of Buckley and Casson (1976), these
states can create a competitive advantage that can locate certain economic activities abroad.
Applying the theory of resources and capabilities to a comprehensive development plan, will
allow the creation of new activities and growth; will generate economic interrelations
between municipalities and states, including infrastructure adapted to the regional
characteristics.
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The article considers the socioeconomic consequences of corruption and the wide
scope of related threats to national and economic security of the country, Russia in our case.
Using the most well known as being effective foreign experience the authors offer measures
to increase the efficiency of corruption counteraction in Russian Federation.
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Among the wide range of all current and potential threats to national and economic
security of Russian corruption takes a special place. Its destructive potential is extremely
dangerous, and when its practical implementation and dissemination does not have serious
counteraction from the side of public bodies and society overall, then its socioeconomic,
political and even cultural/idealogical consequences could be indeed catastrophic.
Corruption tends to penetrate all elements of the state body at the same and in this was
it is gradually destructing it. Thus, public power becomes the object for purchase and sale,
and also a convenient instrument for the representatives of public bodies to get rich quickly.
Obviously, the more corruption is penetrating into the public bodies – the less they are able
to represent the public interests efficiently and fairly, for the greater good of the society.
The corruption element deforms economy as such because it disrupts all stimuli to
development, to modernization and consequently, to innovative development overall. Due to
corruption situations and facts the economic turnover loses huge volumes of financial assets
which are thus spent on some sort of parasitic consumption or simply flow abroad.
Corruption directly or indirectly influences the inflationary processes in the country since due
to corruption the price for any product or any service includes the so-called corruption
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component which may vary in the range of 20-30% of the final price, and in some cases it
can go even higher.
Vladislav Surkov (at the moment being the deputy head of the President’s
Administration Office) once stated that “corruption is dangerous for our country not only
because it is getting endemic. Corruption is practically endless also because in Russia people
are taking bribes not as a certain percentage from profit, and not using some sort of economic
logic. People assume their “share” to be as large as they imagine it to be, in some cases it can
be twice or even thrice the cost of a commodity or of a service. They just set some sort of
their own rate, then they take bribes up to a certain limit they need, and then they live for
pension. Such sort of corruption logic would destroy any society” (Izvestiya newspaper,
April, 14, 2011).
However, the evil essence of corruption is not limited to the described above only.
Corruption is tightly intervened with many threats to national and economic security, namely,
to terrorism, drugs addiction, shadow economy in its most general sense, extremisms of
many sorts, separatism movements etc. This is why rapid spread of the phenomena in
question is quite comparable to extended reproduction under which various forms of
corruption afflict the whole vertical of power, including the very top of it. In such a case the
very fundamentals of state existence get under serious danger.
“Corruption – as Shamil Sultanov states – is spreading only from the top level to the
down level. The bad examples of the tops are contagious for the society as a whole. It was
corruption which emerged at the top level during the times of Nikita Khrushchov, later
became the key factor in the Soviet Union collapse” (S. Sultanov, Zavtra newspaper,
September 2010, # 37).
We can agree with this logic. Soviet patrocracy started to decay preciously due to
corruption. These people were never satisfied with their status and welfare level (manifold
higher than the Soviet average). And they strived to convert the power they had into money
and property. Having a lot of money or a lot of private property was nearly impossible in the
country where communism was the official ideology. Therefore, this government system had
to be destroyed. And these people used all the means available to them to do so (though there
were, of course, other factors, both internal and external).
This lesson needs to be learnt well enough so that not to repeat the mistakes of the
past. However, today in Russia the scale of corruption is simply beyond any imaginable
limits. It is nearly impossible to find a unit of power which is not corrupted. According to the
calculations of O. Bogdanova, the circulation of corruption assets in Russia today equals
52,6% of the country’s GDP. For comparison: corruption in the world economic comprises
around 0.5% of the overall volume. The same author further states”: “Russian indicator of
52,6%... sounds indeed like a verdict. And our leaders do not have much time on thinking
this over: if we leave this as it is now, this contagion will destroy the economy as such, and
thus political stability will also be threatened” (Bogdanova, 2012).
Of course, all these are expert estimations and predictions only, and many would
object to these digits. However, this does not make the problem less topical or less painful
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anyways. Inside the country the whole sectors and branches are sinking in corruption
networks, and their situation is not getting any better (the most troublesome are probably the
energy sector, central heating systems, communal services, the system of public procurement
etc.). Joint inter-departmental committee headed by the deputy head of Russian Duma
(parliament in Russia) Nikolai Levichev two years checked the activities of Russian customs
offices, for example. And as it turned out, customs had a wide range of shadow schemes
under which the state had been being ripped off absolutely unreal sums of money. When the
experts of this committee compared the data of official Russian statistics and official foreign
statistics, they found a huge gap in the data. For Russian imports this gap was as large as
20%, or nearly 63 bln USD. And for Russia’s exports the same gap was about 21%, or nearly
109 bln USD. And as a result, the losses of the Federal Budget from tax evasions and
customs duties evasion totaled to around 39 bln USD (Gurdin, 2015).
Russia is suffering from corruption scandals of various levels all the time. Most
notorious examples of the recent past belong to the level and activities of governors. The
governor of Sakhalin oblast (oblast – large administrative unit in Russia) A.V. Khoroshavin
back in March 2015 got caught on the bribe as huge as 5,8 mln USD. After a thorough check,
it turned by that time he was already the owner of three penthouses in Moscow, load of
jewelry and about 1 bln RUB in cash (www.rbc.ru, 25-03-2015).
Later same year, in September 2015 nearly all public officers of the top level were
arrested in the Republic of Komi, including the head of the republic, Vyacheslav Gaizer. The
investigation revealed that the top administration of this large federal unit was basically a
huge criminal community, involved throughout the period of 2006 to 2015 in large-scale
embezzlement (www.izvestiya.ru, 20-09-2015).
And later in June 2016 already, the governor of Kirov oblast, Nikita Belykh was
arrested while being bribed. The investigation claimed the amount of the bribe was 400 ths
EUR (meduza.io, 24-06-2016).
All these cases are, of course, high-profile, thus getting quickly infamous and
notorious. However, sadly, most probably, this is just a top of a huge iceberg. Much deeper
levels are not touched by investigations, and who knows, when and whether they ever be
troubled at all.
Corruption in Russia has deep historic roots, noteworthy here. Source back from the
first half of the XIXth century claim that Russian emperor Nikolai I demanded once from the
head of his secret service, Earl A. Benkendorf to start a secret investigation so that to get to
know who of his 58 governor were not taking bribes. Later he got the full report, according
to which, only 2 governors in Russia were not involved in bribery – Kiev (as of today the
capital of Ukraine) governor Funduklei (who was actually super-rich by the time he got that
post) and also Kovno (the city is known as Kaunas, Lithuania today) governor A.A.
Radishchev (the son of the most prominent Russian writers and pamhleters, known for his
strong criticism of Russian political life of those times) (Panina, 2011).
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Needless to say, Nikolai I was shocked by such results. Though most probably, the
results of a similar investigation in today’s Russia would lead to quite comparable results,
and accordingly, quite the same feelings for Vladimir Putin.
Corruption power of Russian public servants is very strong because their positions
seem to be quite stable and they feel they are somehow protected. Besides, corruption is
capable of rapid changes, it is very flexible and is able to adjust to change conditions and
new circumstances, new rules. Corruption today is not of market nature, actually. It used to
be based on financial grounds, like bribes or the so-called kickbacks etc. But today it is
mostly based on connections and useful contacts, thus it is getting more and more of
networking features. Thus, fighting corruption is becoming a more complicated task to solve.
Corruption counteraction must be more systemic and more thought through. “Amputation” of
one corruption case and prevention of similar cases will not be enough. They must be
accompanied by well grounded HR policies, more strict control over all sides of all public
activities. Public awareness is also an important element in efficient corruption fight.
The classical example in this regard is of course Singapore. This country managed to
fight corruption completely, as stated in many public sources (or at least to reduce it to the
very minimum). Lee Kuan Yew, the founding father of today’s Singapore as a prosperous
nation and one of the most developed countries in Asia, was known to be extremely
determined and often harsh in his anti-corruption campaign. Those proved to be embezzlers
of public funds were shot to death. Same methods were actually applied to drug addicts. And
this comparison is quite appropriate: corruption is indeed an addiction, requiring the most
harsh and even sometimes extreme methods to overcome it (Quah, 2010).
And the result of this policy was amazing. Singapore is still known globally for its
nearly non-existent corruption. However, at the same time we need to mention here that their
policies, rules and methods cannot be automatically and mechanically copied for application
in other countries. What concerns our comparison, Singapore is a tiny country. While Russia
is 20 ths times larger by territory, and 30 ths larger by population number. Besides, Russia is
much more diverse in terms of nationalities, cultures, religions etc. All these geographical,
social and cultural factors need to be taken into account as well.
Another example, much more comparable to Russia due to size factor, is China, PRC.
Corruption in this country is huge, as the country’s size, actually. And the state is forced to
apply indeed draconian measures to fight corruption. During the year 2007-2012, for
example, nearly 700 ths people were arrested and accused of corruption practices in China
(Vedomosti, 2014, p.6). Moreover, within the period from 2000 till 2010 over 10 ths Chinese
public servants were executed after being charged with corruption (Argumenty nedeli, 2013,
o. 32). It would appropriate to quote here a newspaper investigation by one Russian journalist
on this topic” “In China there is some sort of guarantee: if a politician is caught thieving, this
is his end. Does not mater, which it was, a minister, a mayor, a governor. He will either get
the maximum term possible, or even a bullet in the head” (Argumenty i fakty, 2009, p. 12).
And despite all these efforts and harsh methods applied, China does not seem to
overcome corruption as such.
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In Russia corruptionists are also being caught and they get real terms in jail. The state
has finally realized all the danger from this evil phenomenon and is thus starting to
demonstrate its power and its desire to fight corruption. However, speaking metaphorically,
fighting corruption in Russia resembles the process of grass mowing: the grass is being cut,
but the roots are still under ground, very much alive. Therefore, very soon the grass starts
growing again. The basis of corruption, its fundamentals, its origins and true causes remain
untouched. Once one public servant is arrested on corruption charges – there are at least
several volunteers to occupy his place, and there is no guarantee they would be clean from
corruption.
In our opinion, in order to get real, serious success in counteracting corruption radical
changes are needed. And these changes need to start from the human resource policies.
Personnel for public service need to be carefully selected and then thoroughly prepared, and
later on they must be aware, at all stages, that their performance will be strictly controlled
and monitored, at all times.
Last year one of the most widely discussed scandals, involving a huge amount of funds
(as many as 9 bln RUB, or over 1200 kg of money in weight equivalent!) was related to the
deputy head of the so-called T division of the Main Directorate on Economic Security
(ironically), Ministry of Internal Affairs, colonel Dmitry Zakharchenko and his relatives. As
it turned out, those who were supposed to fight corruption, were engaged in theft and fraud in
the first place, getting illegally not just large amounts of money – but tons of money, literary.
Obvious questions here: who are these people? Why were they selected for such positions?
Who approved their placement and who was promoting their careers, thus providing more
and more opportunities for corrupted practices? Clearly, the country needs an immediate and
thorough screening of all public bodies, internal affairs especially as well as courts. Of
course, this process will never be easy, it would be painful and there would be much
resistance, however such “cleaning” is of vital importance.
Secondly, corruption fight should be aimed to investigating and preventing the cases of
public bodies and organized crime “growing together”. This is an extremely dangerous
phenomenon which is the manifestation of degradation of the state as a public institute which
is supposed to protect the interest of its citizens, but in fact is doing exactly the opposite,
serving the interest of the few chosen.
Market relations (which are comparatively new for our country) provided additional
opportunities for “resources’ accumulation” while being at public service. Many public
servants, having a federal or a municipal post, are also engaged in business activities, directly
or indirectly, through close relatives. Obviously, public power and business need to be
separated. Their “binding” is a serious threat for the country, and its consequences can be
really unpredictable in the long term.
Corruption roots can be also destroyed through full confiscation of all tangible and
financial assets from corrupted persons and further life-long ban from public service and
other top managerial positions.
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Having properly worded legislation and Criminal Code articles related to corruption
fight are not enough – their proper implementation and full compliance are much more
important. There must be no place for some sort of “untouchable” in the country (curiously,
unlike in India, where the untouchables are the lowest social strata, in Russia this word
expression got a completely different meaning – the “unreachable”, those who are above all
public interests and the system of justice too).
All of the measures described above would develop and promote the efficient
counteraction to corruption and thus would provide the state is secure from threats and
challenges in the long term.
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Paper proposes the method to evaluate quality of tourist product in the conditions of high
seasonal work of modern tour operators. Initial tour operators’ quality assessment based on
a system that integrates three-factor model: general principles of quality, international
quality standards as well as internal standards adapted to tour operating. Evaluation is each
of the elements / subjects realizing can improve the final quality level of the tour.
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Tour operator activity is currently undergoing a Russia nationwide. Whereas in 2014
the most trips were made abroad, in 2015 the main Russia tourist flow was observed inside
the country. It has brought a transformations of the the national tourist product quality
features.
First and foremost, the criterion basis of destination assessment changed and new board
and lodging requirements emerge. However, a major factor of the quality management
system is the high seasonality of Russia tourist product which is crucial for a tour operator’s
resilience (Karpova & Khoreva, 2011).
The QMS used in the tourist production are basically tailored to the seasonality of
tourist demand (Ilyina, 2004); i.e., they take into account the travellers activity that impacted
by climate features of offered travel destinations and sightseeing requests (Yandovsky &
Ustyugova, 2012). As the product line of destinations becomes narrower (due to the
decreasing of Russia outgoing tourism flows), the terms of tour packages also change. It
implies a quality management system transformation throughout the chain of tourist product
value creation. Since the sale system is changing, it is important to refocus tour operators on
new factors of quality.
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The change in transportation capabilities related to the small share of flightcharter
operations inside the country causes a transformation of the tour costs structure, i.e., the
options for financing services at destination become fewer. This condition necessitates
quality/price ratio changes in order to fill the tourist product with the new elements caused by
changed structure of tour costs (GOST R 50690-94, GOST R 50691-94). This means that the
system of tourist product quality assessment is also changing and so the quality management
system has to change accordingly. To make quality management more effective, it is
necessary to use appropriate analytical tools in order to make quality prioritization more
accurate and to identify the key quality features that are most valued for consumers.
This means that the objective change of tourist product elements ratio, brought by
external and internal factors of tourist infrastructure (Drachyova et al., 2013), prompts the
need to develop new, and to adapt existing, quality management tools in current conditions
characterized by high seasonality and by transformation of cost structure.
The tourist product quality is a combination of core product components’ (tourist
service, transport support, hotel service, sightseeing, souvenirs, meals and so on) qualities of
and the processes of their implementation to meet tourists’ conditional or expected
requirements of. The tourist product quality depends on subjective and objective factors
characteristic:
a) objective factors: the tourist’s preparedness for a trip, knowledge of the destination;
b) subjective factors: the tourist’s personal features, daily life conditions, unforeseen
circumstances.
Maintaining a high quality of tourist product is hampered by the impossibility of tourist
product components reproduction at the same level, i.e., the tourism industry has a problem
of sustainable quality to deal with. This problem largely provokes the tourists’ product’s high
seasonality. For example, the low season sees the number and quality of tourist infrastructure
personnel declining but the demand remains as good as unchanged. Hence the conflict of
interests of the vendor and the customer regarding expectations from the product and the real
conditions of its production can occur.
It is our belief that the high seasonality in tourist business is determined by the
fluctuation phenomena of several resulting processes, relationship of which determines the
aggregate impact on the production, consumption and quality assessment of the tourist
product. Admittedly, the seasonality factor per se should be measured as aggregate
fluctuations of demand and supply, i.e., the frequency of their fluctuations and the nature of
relationship should be analyzed in the first place, while bearing in mind the additional factors
underlying the specifics of those fluctuations.
As demand and supply indicators in the market are constantly changing, one should
consider the deep seasonality curve that has upward or downward trend in the period under
review. Importantly, the changes in the factors affecting those trends will differ by the vendor
and the consumer in both essence and the extent of impact. The trends of expanding
capabilities and demand grow unevenly by seasons.
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The measurement of the quality of a specific tourist product is a discrete value because
it cannot be defined permanently and on a one-off basis. The comprehensive system of
tourist product quality assessment throughout its life cycle is based on this premise. When
using such approach it is required to identify quality assessment stages which are compared
with the product life cycle stages.
The primary assessment stage is based on the product’s compliance with both common
quality principles and international standards (Kozlov & Danchenok, 2012). Naturally, the
assessment subject is the tour operator itself (as a tourist product vendor), other actors of
tourist destination (as vendors of tourist product components) and the public authority (as a
principal independent quality guarantor).
The second quality assessment stage is initially for the consumer (GOST R 15467-79).
At that stage, information about the desired tourist product is being processed. The consumer
is involved in direct analysis of data, allowing him/her to decide on whether to buy the tour
or not. As a basis for analysis, hands-on experience and retrospective data may be used:
a) hands-on experience - the consumer’s personal knowledge of specific elements or
the tourist product in general;
b) retrospective data - information in the form of commentaries by other tourists who
have bought the product; expert analysis made by professional organizations and presented as
a review.
The third stage assessment is characterized by a search for a match between the
“desirable” and the “available” (Dalekin, 2004). First, an analysis is made of the match
between what the consumer desires and what is available de facto. Should the two match
completely, the tourist will have a positive experience that will be relied upon in the future
for assessment of the tourist product quality at the second stage.
If the result falls short of consumer expectations, then the quality is assessed based on
the tourist’s personal criteria: even unjustified expectations may prove feasible if consumer
requirements are satisfied to the utmost degree later on (Zhukova, 2006). The assessment is
conducted structurally, just as at previous stages, for each tourist product element and helps
form the hands-on experience and the base of retrospective data.
The outcome may be used to develop in-house quality standards when new destinations
are acquired or to review the conditions of product offer when entering new destinations. The
system of quality clusters from the prospective of consumers makes it possible to form
quality management portfolios more precisely in line with the group profiles of product
benefit. It appears expedient to use certain research findings in the process of teaching
managerial disciplines.
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Currently, there is an increasing of skilled-workers insufficiency among Thai
hospitality and tourism industry. Usually, most of the problems came from
miscommunication between employers and employees especially in multinational companies
where English is a medium language. Thus, education might be one way to boost employee’s
English knowledge and communicztion skill. This education should, moreover, apply adultlearning techniques focus on task flexibility; less time consume; and suitable for personal
development.
This research aims to develop English communication skill using training package as a
tool. The objectives consist of; 1) developing of the training package, 2) comparing of
learning achievement scores, and 3) studying the opinion of tourism officers regardless to the
training package. 38 samples, who are now working as an officer in tourism sector, are
obtained by using purposive sampling method from the English training session. The
instruments include 1) training package, 2) paper based tests, and 3) questionnaire concerns
with tourism officers’ opinions. The data was analyzed using statistical methods, such as
average, standard deviation, and t-test dependence.
The results of efficiency criterion illustrate that the training package can help to
improve communication skill. The efficiency criterions (E1/E2) for both topics are: 80/93 for
English for hotel and airline reservation topic and 82/96 for English for tourist attractions
and tour operation topic. In terms of learning achievement, the scores of posttest are higher
than pretest: the average posttest scores are 9.63 for the first topic and 9.29 for the second.
This means that after using training package, learning achievement scores for the sample
group is higher. So, it is clear that the training package can help those officers develop their
English communication skill.
For the opinion part, tourism officers agreed that this training package can improve
their skills as well as increase knowledge in tourism field. Furthermore, they also said that
they would apply skills and knowledge learnt with their work experience and would
recommend this training package to others in this field.
Key Words: English communication skill, training package, tourism industry, Thailand.
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Introduction
Due to the agreement on trade in service under ASEAN Economic Community or so
called “AEC”, Thai skilled workers have faced a high pressure in labor competition.
According to Policy and Planning Bureau (2012, p. 22), there is an increasing of tourists in
Southeast Asia continent about 10%. However, the employment rate in tourism sector in
Thailand is lower than other sectors due to low quality of skilled workers, particularly in
English communication. To resolve this problem, Thai education system should encourage
learners to do self-study in order to have bigger efficiency in knowledge, ability and skills, as
well as to have better attitude towards career and professional development (Thammasart
University, 2012, pp. 106-107).
For developing English language, training seems to be more effective than traditional
style of lecture learning. Limpakdee (2000; pp. 27-28) suggested that it should focus on
practicing while learners can communicate immediately without worrying on grammar and
structures. The most effective training, in this case, is a simulation activity, which should be
used together with training package instruction. It should also be considered under specified
objectives and serves directly for tourism field. The study of “Preparedness and English
communication skill of travel agents officers in Silom area for approaching ASEAN
Economic Community” of Simasathiansophon and Kuosuwan (2013, p. 41) indicated some
barriers of communication between travel agents officers and customers/tourists that should
be improved. Therefore, the training package could resolve these problems while enhance
communication skill for tourism officers.

Literature Review
Career Development Theory
Career development theory was found by Isaacson and Brown (1993, p. 19). Their
main idea is that society, as one of the important factors, could change attitude of workers
towards career development. It could encourage workers to develop their skills as well as to
have high responsibility. This theory, however, had to be adapted to knowledge, skills, and
experience of each worker in order to maximize its effectiveness. 2 main theories were
analyzed in this paper: 1) developmental theory and 2) economical and sociological theory.
The developmental theory concentrated on relationship between human, career
development, job and environment within the organization. Since people were different in
knowledge, skill, ability, value, and attitude, thus workers should develop their career
according to their preferences, interests, and aptitudes.
On the other hands, the second theory stated that people would develop their career
regarding to social and economic factors, such as labor demand, type of industry, job
environment, competition, compensation, value, and social recognition. Therefore, when
adapting this theory with English training package for tourism industry, it is important to
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consider social changes, labor market, and competition of tourism industry together with
developing less skilled workers into high skilled workers, particularly in English
communication skill.
English communication and AEC
The concept of English communication for professional career was developed by
Limpakdee (2000, pp. 20-22). The study suggested that the best way to communicate in
English is practicing (especially for Thai travel agents). This practice should be adapted to
environmental or situative changings. Thus, English communication concept is focusing on
learning-by-doing to get the real experiences in real circumstances.
The AEC is creating more pressure on Thai skilled workers in terms of both positive
and negative ways. It increases the competition in labor market. However, the study of
Charoensuk and Charoensuk (2010, pp. 34-40), who examined English language and the
forces of AEC 2015, stated that Thai skilled workers in tourism industry have disadvantage
in English. This problem could be measured by owners’ preference in labor market move
towards workers who have high skills of English communication. In this case, education
could play an important role in creating the graduated students who have high ability of
communicating with foreigners, not only in English but also in other languages.
Training package concept
Developing a training package, it is necessarily to identify the purpose and objectives
of training. Kozberg and Tempel (1991, pp. 22-24) suggested that content of training should
be made under the learners’ requirement and preference. Normally, training package would
be set according to its content, activities, learning technique and evaluating method that
allow learners to study by themselves. A package often includes instruction, paper tests,
media, and group activities. Appling training package will create a lot of benefits, such as
learners can easily manage time, increase learning motivation, and encourage self-study.
Methodology
This study is a quality based research utilizing both questionnaire and interview
sessions. Population consisted of tourism agents who work with Thai Travel Agent
Association (TTAA). The 38 samples had been collected using purposive sampling method.
These 38 samples were tested their English communication skill under the training project
for 2 days. Data had been analyzed using descriptive statistic method including average,
standard deviation, and t-test dependence.
The research instruments consist of 1) training package for tourism workers: topic 1 is
“English for hotel and airline reservation”, and topic 2 is “English for tourist attractions and
tour operation”, 2) paper based tests, and 3) questionnaire concerns with opinion of
participants.
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The developmental testing for training package has been divided into 2 parts: try out
and trial run. The try out part had been tested with 5 samples, who never use this training
package before, while for the trial run, 38 samples were used to find the efficiency criterion
for the package. The package was tested using Efficiency Criterion (E1/E2), in which E1 is a
transitional behavioral evaluation while E2 is a terminal behavior evaluation. The efficiency
of training package will be determined by learners’ behavior in terms of percentage of the
average score for conducting all activities per percentage of products evaluation scores for all
participants. In other words, E1/E2 is efficiency of process per products (Yamkasikorn, 2007,
pp. 9-11). The second tool is paper based tests. It combined multiple choice items, short
answer questions, and true or false questions with the highlight on four communication skills:
listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Finally, the opinion questionnaire was conducted
using Likert Scale (Kitjapredaborisuth, 2004, p. 303), then applied it with 38 samples.
Results
Efficiency criterion (E1/E2)
The efficiency criterion (E1/E2) for trial run stated that E1/E2 is equal to 80/93 for
topic 1 – “English for hotel and airline reservation”, and 82/96 for topic 2 – “English for
tourist attractions and tour operation” (Tab. 1). That means that learning process can help to
increase efficiency of communication skill since the products score was higher than the
process score. Although the samples had average ability in English communication, they had
a high basic knowledge of tourism industry. Thus, they can improve communication skill
rapidly by applying their knowledge about English communication and practice it using
simulation activity.
Table 1 - Efficiency criterion of the training package
(results of author’s research)

Topic

N

E1/E2

1. English for hotel and airline reservation

38

80/93

2. English for tourist attractions and tour operation

38

82/96

Comparison of learning achievements
Learning achievement comparison had been conducted using paper based tests. The
result illustrated that average scores learning achievement between pretest and posttest has
significant impact on communication skills. According to Tab. 2, the average score of
posttest was 9.63 for the first topic and 9.29 for the second topic. Comparing with pretest
scores, posttest scores were higher. This means that the training package can improve
participants’ ability to communicate in English.
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Table 2 - Learning achievement analysis
(results of author’s research)

Topic
1. English for hotel and airline
reservation
2. English for tourist attractions
and tour operation

N
38
38

S.D.
Total Average score
t-test
score Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest
10
8.21
9.63
1.63
0.63
6.062
10

8.03

9.29

1.08

0.69

8.457

Opinion of tourism officers on training package
Opinion of participants over the use of training package was in high level, average
4.26 scores (Tab. 3). The most satisfied part was that the training package can enhance their
knowledge about English communication. Particularly, the simulation activity encouraged
them to participate using their skills and experiences. Moreover, they can practice this
activity by themselves since it develop from student center activity. Nevertheless,
participants would like to increase time for training period, from 2 to 3 days, due to various
contents and topics.
Table 3 - Opinion rate of tourism workers on training package
(results of author’s research)

Description
1. The training package helps increase knowledge of English
communication.
2. The training package is appropriated to publicize.
3. Participants satisfy to study using training package.
4. Participants have freedom to use training package outside the training
class.
5. The training package can apply self-study technique.
6. The training package encourages learners to participate in all activities.
7. The training package is appropriated to use in this training project.
8. Participants can develop self-learning technique.
9. Participants can study and practice the package anytime.
10. The training package help establish a better learning attitude.
11. The training package increase self-confidence of participants.
12. Participants can communicate efficiently after using training package.
13. The training package is interesting.
14. Participants are enthusiastic to learn from training package.
15. The content of training package is appropriated.
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S.D.
0.66

4.42

0.49
0.59
0.53

4.39
4.39
43.4

0.58
0.66
0.52
0.69
0.63
0.68
0.66
0.61
0.55
0.73
0.79

43.4
43.4
4344
4344
4344
4344
4344
4344
4344
4344
43..
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Conclusion
It can be concluded that the better way to improve English communication skill is
practicing. By using the training package, participants increase their self-confidence in
communicating with foreigners. Ubonrat (2011, p. 53) suggested that the most important part
of creating training package is to carefully identify concepts and objectives. The main focus
should be analyzed in order to develop main purposes as well as identify the preferences and
needs for training (Worathitipong, 2009, pp. 116-117).
Since the package based on learners preferences and needs, participants are likely to
learn and practice by themselves outside the training class. Sauwapayon (2002, p.135) also
mentioned that learning by doing technique is one of the efficient learning methods for
adults. The content and activities should demonstrate the nature of their career which, in turn,
will encourage them to adjust communicating skills with their experience and knowledge.
Nevertheless, the practice should be pursued continuously to maximize its efficiency level.
Therefore, English training package for tourism workers is appropriated to publicize.
The content should relate with the problems and the needs in order to resolve
communication problem among skilled workers in tourism industry in the competitive
market as AEC.
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Domestic labor market’s structural imbalances and the quantitative needs for new
workers, which have aggravated during the demographic crisis, made Russian economy
directly dependent on foreign labor.
This paper evaluates the main factors and patterns of Russian labor market
international integration, based on analysis of Russia macroeconomic indicators, as well as
migration characteristics. Conclusions on the priorities of the Russia national migration
policy development, and recommendations for its adequatization to the requirements of
Russia and other countries in post-Soviet space development were also offered.
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Introduction
Russia annually attracts more than 1.5 million migrants, mostly (about 75%) from the
countries of former Soviet Union (Zayonchkovskaya & Tyuryukanova, 2010, p. 37). It can
be supposed that the Russian labor market - is the most important factor of social and
economic stability in the vast Eurasian space (Zainchkovskaya, 2013). Over the past decades
foreign labor force has penetrated almost into all spheres of Russia economy - from
construction and agriculture to medicine and aircraft manufacturing.
Mostly this process is spontaneous and poorly controlled, first of all, because about
80% of labor migrants in Russia have not any contractual relationships with their employers
(which basically mean an illegality of their employment).
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Secondly, the existing Russian Government policy in the sphere of foreign labor
migration is low effective to provide real foreign workforce directly to the most needed
spheres of economy (Mukomel, 2014).
The last reason is often an active stimulant of labor migration’s mythologization in
Russia. For example, sustained myths that migrant workers take away jobs from the Russian
residents, reduce the level of wages in the country, promote active removal of currency from
Russian economy, limit modernization of the domestic economic system, and indirectly
stimulate the crime and corruption growth.
In absence of serious research that can refute these stereotypes, labor migration in
Russia is often considered (by representatives of mass media and political establishment) in a
negative context, stimulating the growth of anti-migrants sentiments, xenophobia and ethnic
conflicts.
The purpose of the study is to determine, based on the analysis of Russia
macroeconomic indicators and basic patterns, factors of migration dynamics, a complex of
recommendations and guidelines to conceptually modernize national migration policy.
Research objectives:
- Identify the main trends of migration dynamics in Russia,
- Carry out a correlation between migration trends in Russia’s recent history and
dynamics of macroeconomic indicators and global energy market trends;
- Analyze the main indicators and the structure of modern international migration in
Russia;
- Bring the key recommendations on Russian national policy modernization.
International labor migration in Russia: modern scale and economical
importance
At the end of the XX and beginning of the XXI century, the foreign migrants’ influx
has become the dominant trend of Russian economic system progress (Fig. 1). The number of
foreigners officially employed in Russia is significantly different from the real number of
migrants presenting in the labor market. According to expert estimates (Bobylev, 2012;
Mukomel, 2014) the number of foreigners working in Russia illegally, at least two to three
times higher than the official figures.
In general, statistics, defining the foreign labor distribution by territories and industries
of Russia is significantly different.
However, the most of experts believe that the figures 10, 15 or even 20 million foreign
migrants in Russia - is clearly overstated (Zainchkovskaya, 2013). If a decade ago, the
experts agreed on assessment of the number of migrant workers in Russia at the level of 3
million people, whereas in 2014 the numbers 4-5 million people seemed more appropriate to
the real situation (Vishnevsky, 2015).
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In general, it can be assumed that by 2014 the number of foreign migrant workers in
Russia has stabilized, maintaining low dynamic of growth till the end of 2014 (Fig. 1).
Approximately 1.3 million of foreign workers in Russia are officially employed;
nearly 3.7 million are in Russia as guests. Around 3.2 million foreign workers can be
attributed to the risk group - they are on the territory of Russia for more than 3 months, they
are quite likely to be employed illegally, but evading immigration control and taxation. Thus,
in Russia, according to conservative estimates, it may be 4.5 million illegally working
foreigners (Vishnevsky, 2015).
Falling of legal migrants’ quantity in Russia since 2009 (Fig. 1) was a consequence of
global economic crisis, which seriously destabilized the situation on domestic labor market.
In 2010 and 2011, despite the end of the crisis, the number of officially employed
migrant workers continued to decrease. This was a direct result of restrictive migration
policies pursued by the authorities (reducing of quotas for foreign workers from 6 million in
2007 to 3.97 million in 2009, 1, 94 million in 2010, 1,5 million in 2011).
Stricter procedures for obtaining a work permit were partially mitigated by promotion
of special preferences for highly skilled foreign workers, and patents for migrant workers,
employed by individuals (with no quota restrictions). Unfortunately, the number of high
skilled foreign professionals, officially employed in Russia, is still very small (about 14400
workers).
It caused mostly by high requirements to their wages (not less than two million rubles
per year). At the same time, the number of migrant workers on patent basis is growing much
faster (the patent price is still available for many migrant workers). By early 2015, about one
and a half million foreign citizens have the legal right to be employed by individuals in
Russia.
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Figure 1 - Number of labor migrants in Russia (thousands of people)
(made by authors, using Rosstat data)
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Together with immigration’s increasing the high dynamics of emigration remains its
urgency and relevancy. Emigration flows is formed as by foreign workers returnees, and by
Russians moving abroad for employment purposes (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2 – Dynamics of arrival / departures and migration rates in Russia,
2001 – 2014, people
(made by authors, using Rosstat data)
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Figure 3 – Dynamic of migration rate and official unemployment in Russia,
2002 – 2014, %
(made by authors, using Rosstat data)
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According to the data in Fig. 2 annual migration gain (difference between the number
of arrivals and departures) in Russia is in the range of 300,000 - 400,000 people per year, but
always since 2001 has been in the positive zone, reaching a ten-year maximum in 2012.
It is possible to compare the dynamics of migration growth and official unemployment
rate in Russia (Fig. 3).
Despite the obvious negative correlation between unemployment and country’s
migration attractiveness (Giugni & Passy, 2006), both evaluated categories had same trends’
directions until 2007 (the rising of unemployment did not lead to the sharp reduction of
Russia migration attractiveness).
It can be explained by the fact that economic situation in the countries - traditional
foreign migrants’ suppliers was considerably worse than in Russia (Lokota & Kozlova,
2015). Foreign migrants were not embarrassed by the situation on Russian labor market.
Finally, it can be noted that even during the period of "oil welfare" some Russians
were officially unemployed (5-9% of economically active population). Arrived migrants
were not direct competitors to them in the labor market (due to significant difference in the
value of wages, as well as specifics of areas of migrants’ labor application).
Since 2007, the dynamics of unemployment in Russia and its migration attractiveness
have become multidirectional. The crisis of 2008-2009 caused a rapid rising of
unemployment in Russia, also significantly reduced its migration attractiveness. However,
domestic economy in 2010 showed steady upward trends, oil prices rose up, which returned
the migration attractiveness of Russia to former high levels.
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Figure 4 – Dynamics of migration rates and economic growth of Russia, 2002-2014, %
(made by authors, using Rosstat data)

The dynamics of unemployment growth and country migration attractiveness falling
became apparent once again with the end of 2012, and is preserved in 2015.
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According to Fig. 4, the dynamics of migration growth in Russia is directly dependent
on the rate of national economic system growth, however, more flexible responding to its
changing.
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Figure 5 – Dynamic of migration rates and world oil price, 2002-2014, %
(made by authors, using data of World Bank and Rosstat)

Minor fluctuations of Russia’ economic growth in 2002 - 2009 has stimulated dramatic
ups and downs of the country’s migration attractiveness. Overcoming the economic
downturn in 2010 caused a huge increasing of labor immigration to Russia, which, however
changed for sharp peak in 2012, when the pace of Russian economic growth slowed.
Direct dependence of the country’s migration attractiveness on the dynamics of
economic growth - is obvious, and confirmed by national statistics. Such a sharp response of
migration inflows increasing to dynamics of economic growth in Russia can be explained by
low migration costs (visa regime with the CIS countries, availability of inexpensive
transportation, infrastructure, including illegal, to organize the labor migrants flow in Russia
(Chudinovskih, 2007).
Taking in account world oil prices huge impact on the dynamics of socio-economic
processes in Russia, it is possible to trace the interdependence between the country’s
migration attractiveness and situation on the world oil markets (Fig. 5).
The dynamics of the world oil prices growth were highly volatile, but nonetheless, it
directly affected the dynamics of migration growth in Russia at the same time (prior to 2009)
and with a slight delay in 1-1,5 year since 2009.
Common indicators of correlation migration growth in general, as well as the
dynamics of arrivals and departures with Russia's main macroeconomic indicators and world
oil prices are shown in the Tab. 1.
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Table 1 – Correlation between migration dynamic in Russia and its main macroeconomic
indicators and world oil prices
(calculated by author)

Russia population changes
Unemployment rate
Economic growth
World oil price

Arrivals

Departures

0,002
-0,5
-0,37
0,37

0,41
-0,49
-0,33
0,32

Migration rate
increasing
-0,31
-0,44
-0,58
0,61

Tab. 1 shows that the dynamics of migratory arrivals practically did not depend on
Russia population dynamics (correlation is close to zero), while the population declining in
Russia at the beginning 2000th was also stimulated by growth of compatriots visits abroad
(Vishnevsky, 2015).
The unemployment rate in Russia did not affect on the immigration dynamics and on
the Russians departures. The dynamics of economic growth in Russia and world oil price had
relatively pronounced inverse effect on migration growth (direct relationship).
Structure of migrants inflows in Russia
Migrants come to Russia to work from dozens of different countries, share of which in
the structure of labor immigration in Russia varied significantly in the period of 2000-2015.
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Figure 6 – Registered arrivals of foreign migrants in Russia, 2014
(made by authors, using Rosstat data)

In 2006, 47% of the one million work permits in Russia were issued to citizens from
"far abroad" (out of CIS), and 53% - for the CIS citizens, while next year the ratio was 67%
to 33% in favor of the CIS migrants from 1.7 million of issued permits. By 2014, the
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proportion of "far abroad" countries in the total number of foreign nationals legally employed
in Russia decreased to 21%.
Thus, three-quarters of the official foreign workers in Russia today are citizens of the
CIS member countries.
Shares of the countries of migrant workers origin also substantially changed over the
last decade.
In 2000, the champion by the number of legally employed migrants was Ukraine (30%
of the total inflow), second was China (13%), and followed by Turkey (9%), Vietnam (7%)
and Moldova (6%). In 2006, the leaders were Ukraine and China (21% and 17%), the third
was Uzbekistan (10.4%), followed by Turkey (10%) and Tajikistan (9.7%). Since 2007
Uzbekistan is undisputed leader (20% in 2007, 26% in 2010 to 30% in 2014), and the second
largest donor is Tajikistan (15%, 16.1% and 16.2%, respectively). They are followed by
China (11-12%) and Ukraine (10%).
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Figure 7 – Main countries – labor force suppliers to Russia, 2014 (%)
(made by authors, using Rosstat data)

For the past decade an image of labor migrants coming to Russia has sharply changed
(Tab. 2). Migrant workers in Russia are usually males. The proportion of legally working
women has increased from 10% in 2000 to 15% in 2015. Moreover, experts believe that the
proportion of women is much higher and reaches 30-35%. Usually official statistics
underestimate the number of women due to the nature of their work – women more often
work in the informal sector, without official registration of their employment (Koslowski,
2007).
Another change is related to the age distribution within the migrant inflow - number of
young people (under 29 years) has increased: proportion of this age group increased from a
quarter in 2000 to almost 40% in 2014. Modern migrant workers mostly belong to the titular
ethnic groups of countries of their origin. Accordingly, in the structure of Russian
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immigration flow Central Asia ethnic groups (50%); Ukrainians and Moldovans (13% each)
are dominating. The proportion of ethnic Russian is less than 10%.
Table 2 – Typical labor migrant in Russia
(made by authors, using Rosstat data)
1
2
3

Gender
Age
Education

4
5

Religion
Knowing of
Russian
Industries of
employment

6

Male – 90 %
Female 10%
18-29 yo – 74%
30-39 yo – 26%
Lower than high
High school –
Professional – 34%
University – 5%
school – 24%
37%
Muslims – 85%
Christians – 13%
Good – 34%
Poor – 52%
Very poor – 14%
Construction –
37%

Farming – 7%

Trade –
30%

Transport–
5%

Industry – 10%

Foreign workers have become less educated (40% of them have no any professional
skills), the majority of immigrants are inhabitants of small towns and villages (from half to
three-quarters of the flow). Migrants are becoming poorer (over 40% said that they "have
money only for life essentials" or even "do not have enough money to survive").
Most migrant workers began to arrive with families: about one-third of migrant
workers brought with him his wife, and about 10-15% - their children.
Knowledge of the Russian language among migrants has also changed. About 20% of
migrants communicate mostly in their native language; they face difficulties in
communicating at work, about half of the immigrants have problems with the processing of
documents in Russia.
More and more often, labor migration in Russia becomes a long-term project.
According to Rosstat, in 2014 only 22.5% of migrants worked in Russia for at least six
months, another 17% - from 6 to 9 months, and 60% worked from 9 to 12 months. More than
60% of respondents pursued the goal of long term migration in Russia, 40% of migrant
workers recognized that they would stay no more than three months, and 25% in Russia said
they have no willing to go back home.
Conclusions
Thus, in the current circumstances, Russia has become a global center of migrant
workers attraction (primarily from the states - former Soviet republics). Migration dynamics
in Russia was not associated with changes of its population, and much greater dependent on
world oil prices than on dynamics of Russia economic growth and level of national
unemployment.
Conducted analysis of Russia labor migration leads to the conclusion that Russian
economy has obvious symptoms of Arabic disease (high dependence of the economic
progress on the world prices for resources and labor migration dynamics.
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Meanwhile, we can highlight features of Arab disease processing in Russia's economy,
largely separating Russia from countries of the Middle East:
- Less organizational and functional efficiency of Russia Government system of
national migration policy development and implementation (reflecting adequacy of the legal
infrastructure to state migration regulation requirements, transparency and efficiency of
migration regulation and control, and so on);
- Weaker protection of the local population economic interests, attempt to operate by
more democratic procedures to ensure national economic security;
- Low financial feasibility of Russian migration policy.
Finally, it should be noted that in comparison with the Arab Gulf states, Russia has a
much larger population, high cost of maintenance the social, military infrastructure,
implementation of its foreign policy interests, but has at the same time a much greater
potential and opportunities for economic diversification.
Of course, the Russia national migration policy should also take into account these
symptoms, as well as to focus on overcoming the causes of Arab disease.
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This survey aims to identify the critical factors affecting consumers’ attitudes and
purchase intentions to green condominiums in the city of HCM, Vietnam. The people who
lives in a dense residential area awares of pollution disadvantages and values nice
environment. A total of 400 questionnaires was passed out to the people living in several
selected condominiums in HCM city. Descriptive analysis and CFA were used for analyzing
the data. The findings of the study reveal that attitude, green knowledge, behavior control,
green availability, green trust, green price sensitivity, green perceived value and subjective
norms can be critical predictors of purchase intention regarding to green condominium
products.
Keyword: Subjective norms, Green Trust, Green Price Sensitivity, Perceived Green
Knowledge, Green Purchase Intention, Vietnam.
Introduction
Green buildings are the buildings which are optimized based on the regional
ecosystem, using local ingredients as much as possible, be built with energy-oriented cuts,
demand for water and materials. Green buildings not only help to optimize the use of energy,
but also the strategic application of advanced design. Besides improving the efficiency
aspects directly related to the environment are focused on all other aspects of a building's
operating costs for the life, health issues, cultural aspects society. This requires close
cooperation of the design team, the architects, the technologists and the client at all project
stages.
To carry out the "green purchasing" an effective and successful green procurement
Network International (IGPN) has identified four basic principles of "green procurement"
include:
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Firstly, it is the need to purchase new products.
Secondly, it is considering of product's life cycle (need to consider the different
environmental impact on the throughout the product life cycle, from the stage of procurement
of raw material until the disposal of products, namely: Reducing substances toxic; efficient
use of natural resources and energy; sustainable use of natural resources; increased
reliability; design for reuse; design for recycling; products containing recycled materials;
property disposal).
Thirdly, it’s the effort of providers in environmental protection (consumers also need
to evaluate the environmental protection activities of the supplier).
Fourthly, it’s information about the environment (consumers should consider a number
of environmental information, such as environmental labels, information on a product or
website).
Green Purchasing refers to the products and services procurement that have a reduced
effect on human health and environmentally preferable. Green purchasing is also known as
environmentally preferred purchasing (EPP), environmentally responsible purchasing, green
procurement, affirmative procurement, eco-procurement, and environmentally responsible
purchasing.
Green purchasing intention (GPI)
The green purchase intention is conceptualized as the personal probability and
willingness to prefer products with eco-friendly features. In Vietnam, the term "green
procurement" has only appeared in a number of recent documents relating to the Green
Growth Strategy and Action Plan for the implementation of this strategy. Green purchasing
intention is a specific environmentally friendly action portrayed by the consumer indicating
that they have a concern for the environment.
Subjective Norms (SN)
Consumer behavior is also influenced by social factors such as reference groups,
families and the role of social status. One's reference group includes directly affected (face to
face) or indirectly (attitude or behavior of that person) affected groups. The members of the
family is an important reference group have the greatest impact. The findings of some studies
involving variable subjective norms showed that subjective norm does not affect the
consumer’s intention to buy organic food (Magnuson, et al., 2001). From the above
discussions the first hypothesis can be suggested:
H1: Subjective Norms have a positive effect on green perceived value
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Green attitude (GA)
In a psychology sensible attitude is defined as a “tendency that is expressed by
evaluating a particular entity with some degree of favor or disfavor" (Eagly et al., 2012). In a
consumer behavior approach, Allport (1935) defined attitude as: “A mental and neural state
of readiness, which exerts a directing, influence upon the individual’s response to all objects
and situations with which it is related”. Consumption of green product is a current and
relevant research field where many studies identified the attitudes towards green products.
Author predicts whether health consciousness and environmental attitudes influence
Vietnamese consumer's attitude toward green condominium. From the above discussions the
second hypothesis can be suggested:
H2: Green attitude has a positive effect on green perceived value
Perceived green knowledge (PGK)
Perceived green knowledge has been viewed as individual consumer ability to define
certain symbols, concepts and behavior which are connected to environmental problems.
Green buildings are designed, built and operated in the direction to minimize the impact on
the environment, the rationally use of resources. In terms of business, green building is not
only beneficial for the environment and public health, but also to use raw materials and
energy efficient, more sustainable. More and more businesses are shifting investment to
produce green, clean, showing social responsibility. This trend is consistent with the law,
expressing the changing perceptions and raise environmental awareness of consumers of
green. From the above discussions the third hypothesis can be suggested:
H3: Perceived green knowledge has a positive effect on green perceived value
Green trust (GT)
Green trust is confident belief in the product based on trust, benevolence and
environmental expectations (Chen, 2010). If consumers believe that the results of that action
is positive, they will have a Green trust toward the action or we can say that Green trust can
be analyzed as a level of consumers likes and dislikes. In addition, trust and perceived value
of green was found to possess a positive relationship, and significantly, this is proving an
important role by affecting confidence in the perceived value of green was tested by (Chen,
2010). From the above discussions the fourth hypothesis can be suggested:
H4: Green trust has a positive effect on green perceived value
Perceived behavioral control (PBC)
Perceived behavioral control has been found to be an individual’s perception of his or
her ability to perform a given project or action. Ajzen (1995) has focused on the concept of
©The EUrASEANs
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behavioral control perceived as a person's belief about the difficulty or ease out stars in the
behavior implementation. From the above discussions the fifth hypothesis can be suggested:
H5: Perceived behavioral control has a positive effect on green perceived value
Perceived benefits of green spaces (PBGS)
Perceived benefits of green spaces can be divided into 2 categories. First, Benefit
happens to themselves and society. Second, the benefit caused to protect environment.
Currently, many countries in the world have a policy of "green procurement" in order to
promote the model of production and sustainable consumption. These policies also contribute
towards background "green economy" with low carbon emissions. If consumers perceive the
benefits of green spaces from using the green condominium, they will have a positive attitude
and willingness to purchase a green condominium too. From the above discussions the sixth
hypothesis can be suggested:
H6: Perceived benefits of green spaces have a positive effect on green perceived value
Green Perceived Value and Green Purchase Intention
Green perceived value of the customers should be seen as part of an ongoing process
of maintaining relationships between manufacturers and retail stores with a target customer.
Our discoveries mean management, especially for retailers and other service companies
targeting the Vietnam market. Interestingly, in Vietnam, elements of green attitudes are
more reliable and green as in environmentally friendly better of the brand manufacturer.
From the above discussions this hypothesis can be suggested:
H7: Green perceived value have a positive effect on purchase intention condominiums

Subjective Norm (SN)
+
Green attitude (GA)

+

Perceived green knowledge (PGK)

+

Green trust (GT)

+

Perceived Behavioral Control (PBC)

+

Perceived benefits of green spaces
(PBGS)

+

Green perceived value
(GPV)

Purchase Intention
Comdominium (PIC)

Figure 1 - Theoretical model of the research
(made by autor)
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Research Methodology
Theoretical models have six independent concepts measured by 28 observed variables
(Fig. 1). The used questionnaire were related to the influence of Green attitude (GA),
Perceived green knowledge (PGK), Perceived behavior control (PBC), Green trust (GT),
Perceived benefits of green spaces (PBGS), Subjective Norms (SN), Green perceived value
and Purchase intention condominiums (PIC).
A total 330 sampled survey were distributed to the residents in HCM city, Vietnam.
Non-probability sampling through convenience sampling was adopted due to its fast
and efficient sampling method for collecting basic information (Aman et al., 2012). Most of
the questionnaire was made using a 5-point Likert scale where point corresponds to the value
- strongly disagree, and strongly agree. Some general questions about the user's demographic
characteristics, such as gender, age, occupation and monthly expenses were also included.
The study is preliminary assessed by Cronbach’s Alpha coefficients for each
component. Selection criteria are purchasing intention condominiums when concepts have
correlation coefficients turn-total (> 0.30, Cronbach’s alpha coefficients > 0.60; system load
factor > 0.40; total variance extracted for ≥ 50% (Hair & CTG, 1998). A sample of 327
customers was drawn, using the systematic sampling method. Finally, 283 valid samples
were analyzed. The structural equation modeling, analysis by AMOS 23.0.
Demographic profile of the respondents
Demographic profile indicated that 81.4% of the respondents are male. The residential
result showed that 70.6% are from the urban area while 29.6% are from the sub-urban. The
results of income analyze shows that 38.2% of respondents have low income and only 8.8%
with high income. The remaining are in the category of middle income. The majority of the
respondents are within the range of 36-40 yo (44.5%).
Data screening and analysis
The results of the EFA of the green perceived value include 4 factors of behavior
scale. As KMO coefficient = 0.861, EFA matches the data and the statistical test Chi-square
Bartlett 4023.499, p. Use the 0.000 significance level. The variance extracted by 76.010
shows that factors derived from 76.010% explained variance of the data, eigenvalues in the
system by 1.348. Therefore, the scale draw is acceptable.
The results of the EFA of the green purchase intention condominiums include 2
factors of behavior scale. As KMO coefficient = 0.851, EFA matches the data and the
statistical test Chi-square Bartlett 4241.557, p. Use the 0.000 significance level. The variance
extracted by 76.010 shows that factors derived from 80.007% explained variance of the data,
eigenvalues in the system by 2.298. Therefore, the scale draw is acceptable.
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Confirming factor analysis (CFA)
The covariance coefficient between the components with accompanying standard
deviation (Tab. 1) shows us these coefficients less than 0.05. Therefore, the components:
Green attitude (GA), Perceived green knowledge (PGK), Perceived behavior control (PBC),
Green trust (GT), Perceived benefits of green spaces (PBGS), Subjective Norms (SN) are
worth distinguishing.
Table 1 - Results of testing the value of distinguishing between the components of the scale,
(author’s calculations in SPSS 23.0)

PBC
PBC
PBC
PBC
PBC
PGN
PGN
PGN
PGN
GT
GT
GT
GA
GA
SN

<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->

PGK
GT
GA
SN
PBGS
GT
GA
SN
PBGS
GA
SN
PBGS
SN
PBGS
PBGS

Estimate
.064
.063
.075
.123
.051
.132
.209
.126
.066
.081
.084
.045
.130
.087
.053

S.E.
.024
.020
.023
.025
.023
.022
.028
.025
.023
.020
.020
.019
.025
.023
.022

C.R.
2.676
3.149
3.183
4.968
2.193
5.932
7.414
5.080
2.853
4.048
4.147
2.355
5.268
3.776
2.357

P
.007
.002
.001
***
.028
***
***
***
.004
***
***
.019
***
***
.018

Structural Equation Model Results
The Tab.1 shows the results of the goodness of fit test for the two constructs, namely,
green perceived value and green purchase intention and the resultant structural models of the
two data sets. Various indices, namely Absolute Fit Measures and Incremental Fit Measures
were used to evaluate the model’s goodness-of-fit. As a commonly used statistic for model fit
indexes, the Chi-square (X2) was employed in this study to examine the existence of any
relationship between the variables in the model (Hair et al., 2006). This study has inheritance
the previous studies. (A.H. Lizawati Aman et al., 2012) research entails that environment
protection has emerged as an important topic not only for the businesses but also for societies
and governments. The study used data from the customers of Vietnam, has inherited the
previous studies, conducted mainly in the Western countries.
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Inspection of the relationship between the perceived value factors and green
condominiums purchase intention
Structural equation modeling (SEM) was performed to explore the relationship
between the structure of green environmental behavior and green perceived value before
green purchase intention. Tests the basic relationship between the elements Green attitude
(GA), Perceived green knowledge (PGK), Perceived behavior control (PBC), Green trust
(GT), Perceived benefits of green spaces (PBGS), Subjective Norms (SN) and Green
condominiums purchase intention and Green perceived value has been run

Figure 2 - Results of the model structure were SEM
(author’s calculations in SPSS 23.0)

From the AMOS output reflected in the table 2 &3, it is clear that the model fitted the
data well, and therefore proposed model was adequate in explaining the relationship among
the variables.
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Table 2 - Results of the AMOS Analyses of the resultant models
(author’s calculations in SPSS 23.0)
Goodness of fit Measures
X2/df
p
(CMIN/DF)
RMSEA
0.000
1.761
.052
2 to 3
<.08

Model
Sample
Criteria

X2
Df
NFI
RFI
IFI
TLI
CFI
127.137
137
.961
.981
.983
.978
.983
P>.05
≥0
>.90
>.90
>.90
>.90
>.90
(non-significant)
Note: X2 = hi-square test, df = Degrees of freedom, RMSEA = Root mean square error of approximation, NFI =
Normed Fit Index, RFI = Relative Fit Index, IFI = Incremental Fit Index, TLI = Tucker-Lewis Index, CFI =
Comparative Fit Index.

Therefore, this model achieved compatibility with collected data. However, Perceived
benefits of green spaces (PBGS) with Green perceived value, (ES = 0.035; P = 0.470) was
excluded from the model because its not statistically significant (p > 0.05). The remaining
factors include Green attitude (GA) (ES = 0.68; P = 0.009); Perceived green knowledge
(PGK) (ES = 0.777; P = 0.000) and Perceived behavior control (PBC) (ES = 0.155; P =
0.000); show a positive effect with Green perceived value. Perceived green knowledge
(PGK) (ES = 0.029; p = 0.000) show a positive effect of the with Green purchase intention
condominiums, and the Perceived green knowledge (PGK) (ES = 0.013; p = 0.081) was
excluded from the model because no statistically significant at the 95% confidence level
value (p > 0.05). The findings show a positive effect of the Green perceived value (GPV)
with Green purchase intention condominiums, (ES = 0.435; p = 0.000) and the estimated
values are normalized so positive they have direct influence, positive full value.
Table 3 - Causal relationships between these factors green purchase
intention condominiums and green perceived value
(author’s calculations in SPSS 23.0)

GPV
GPV
GPV
GPV
PIC
PIC
PIC
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Relations
<--<--<--<--<--<--<---

PBC
PBGS
PGK
GA
PGK
GA
GPV

Estimate
.155
.035
.777
.168
.029
.013
.435

S.E.
.039
.048
.057
.064
.009
.007
.046

C.R.
4.011
.722
13.559
2.613
3.018
1.743
9.460

P
***
.470
***
.009
.003
.081
***
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Figure 3 - Results of the model structure were last calibrated SEM
(author’s calculations in SPSS 23.0)

Table 4 - Causal relationships between these factors green purchase
intention condominiums and green perceived value
(author’s calculations in SPSS 23.0)

Relations
GPV
GPV
GPV
PIC
PIC
PIC

<--<--<--<--<--<---

PBC
PGK
GA
PGK
GA
GPV

Estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P

.100
.615
.727
.036
.044
.414

.032
.048
.093
.009
.013
.044

3.085
12.673
7.834
3.970
3.289
9.307

.002
***
***
***
.001
***

The results (Tab. 3, 4) confirm the positive relationship between Green attitude (GA),
with Green purchase intention condominiums (ES = 0.044; p = 0.001 < 0.05) and Green
attitude (GA), with Green perceived value, (ES = 0.727; p = 0.000). This result is consistent
with most previous studies (Chen, T. B., et al., 2012) concerns environmental dreadful
conditions (Chan, 2004).
The findings show a positive effect of the Perceived green knowledge (PGK) with
Green purchase intention condominiums, (ES = 0.036; p = 0.000) and the Perceived green
knowledge (PGK) with Green perceived value, (ES = 0.615; p = 0.000). This result is similar
to those of most previous studies. Lee’s (2008) study results showed that Perceived green
knowledge is an important factor affecting green purchase intention.
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The Perceived behavior control (PBC) with Green perceived value is the weakest (ES =
0.100; P = 0.000). This concurs with (Aman et al., 2012) in which environmental concern
was found to be positively influenced the green purchase behavior.
The findings show a positive effect of the Green perceived value (GPV) with Green
purchase intention condominiums, (ES = 0.414; p = 0.000).
Conclusion
Results and Discussion
This study has inheritance from the previous ones. Lizawati Aman et al., (2012)
research entails that environment protection has emerged as an important topic not only for
the businesses but also for societies and governments. Our research used data from the
customers of Vietnam, proved findings of studies conducted mainly in the Western countries.
The results confirm the positive relationship between Green attitude (GA), with Green
purchase intention condominiums (ES = 0.044; p = 0.001 < 0.05) and Green attitude (GA),
with Green perceived value, (ES = 0.727; p = 0.000). This result is consistent with most
previous studies (Chen, T. B., et al., 2010). Concerns about environmental dreadful
conditions have been increasing as revealed (Chen et al., 2012).
The findings show a positive effect of the Perceived green knowledge (PGK) with
Green purchase intention condominiums, (ES = 0.036; p = 0.000) and the Perceived green
knowledge (PGK) with Green perceived value, (ES = 0.615; p = 0.000).
The Perceived behavior control (PBC) with Green perceived value is the weakest (ES =
0.100; P = 0.000). This concurs with Aman et al., (2012) and Kilbourne et al. (2008) in
which environmental concern was found to be positively influenced the green purchase
behavior.
The findings show a positive effect of the Green perceived value (GPV) with Green
purchase intention condominiums, (ES = 0.414; p = 0.000).
The findings suggested that environmental concern and self-image had significantly
influenced the green purchase intention condominiums of the resident in HCM city, Vietnam.
Thus, the findings of the current study suggest that the more consumer concern for the
environment, the more likely of their intention to purchase green products.
The outcome of this study based on the analysis of Structural Equation Modeling has
shown that one of the predictors (green availability) has a positive relationship with green
purchase intention condominiums. It also proved that green attitude fully mediated the
relationship between Perceived behavior control (PBC) and green purchase intention
condominiums. Thus, green availability will strongly enhance green purchase intention.
The study observed the factors that influenced green purchase intention consumers in
Vietnam. Overall, it could be concluded that even though all predictors variable, influenced
the Green purchase intention, but independently only four variables had the significant
influence, they were: (1) Green attitude (GA), (2) Perceived green knowledge (PGK) (3)
Perceived behavior control (PBC), and Green perceived value (GPV).
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In conclusion, the findings of this study have revealed vital information on the
prerequisite of green purchase intention; it has pointed out the fact that when customers feel
that product has a positive impact on the environment life, they are ready to buy it.
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